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North Coast Road Maintenance 
underbid on highways contract 
NORTH COAST ROAD MAIN'rENANCI~, THE COMPANY THAT 
. has been t a~'ng cam of roads and bridges in the Sko~na 
~"~highways 'district around Terrace for the past thrt~ years, 
has been eliminatod from the comlx~tition for a second 
• thrt~-year contract with the Ministry of Transportation and 
': H I#ways .  
North Coast, owned by Kentron Cons~ction of Kitimat which is in 
turn owned by Sintra Inc. of Montreal, got the first contract for the 
Skeena area after the Social Credit government privatized the function 
in 1989. The work was worth over $12 million a year. 
Lloyd Scott, manager for Kentron, said yesterday morning he had 
been notified by the ministry that the two other companies who filed 
proposals for the next contract had under-bid his company. "They told 
us they have three proposals, and that two of them were well under our 
price.., by as much as $3 million." 
Scott noted that under the original privatization scheme the employees 
that do the road maintenance work are guaranteed employment, so local 
workers will continue doing the job, but under a different employer. 
Kentron will probably sell some of its equipment to the new contractor 
i if that company has a need for it, he said. 
"That's the contracting business," Scott remarked. 
It appears the contract will go to Nechako-North Coast of Smithers. 
Company president John Ryan confirmed Monday that the ministry has 
invited them to enter negotiations for the contract, but said he had no 
further comment at that point. 
Nechako-North Coast has held the Bulldey highways maintenance 
contract for the past three years. 
~ The third proposal was entered by Don Hulland Sons of Terrace. No 
one was available for comment at that company yesterday. 
A ministry spokesperson in Victoria declined to confirm that any 
decisions have been made, but verified that negotiations for the new 
i .  , ~" ? ,  :~;~: .... .~::V contract will begin later this week. 
• . , , ce.,f  t  of INSIDE - - ' .  
~ARLY GRADUATION. Two-week-old Emdme Gray got a p ' .. ' _ 
~.~~.~,,~,,, ~rnm th~ Pathwavs orooram Saturday, along w=th motl~er ~u.e. ~-va_ns. Forestry I ' ' ' ' h*~ 
~I¢lUu~u~I~ , , v , , ,  . . . . .  ~ r - . .  . . . . . . . . .  
It was the thsrd graduating class for the program, with a class of 15 m!s ume. Per Stephanl( 
more on Pathways and its importance to the people who go through ~t, see next Sports 
Buslness 
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ViCtims Assistance Program 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! 
TVAP is presently accepting applications from people 
interested in becoming VICTIMS SERVICE WORKERS.  
Successful applicants will receive 30-40 hours of training and 
must be R.C.M.P. Security Screened. 
VICTIMS SERVICE WORKERS will deal directly with 
Victims of Crime 
• acting as a liaison person between the Courts, Police, Social 
Agencies and the Victim. • 
• Candidates must be mature, responsible individuals who 
possess trong inter-personal skills. 
• be 19 years of age or older 
• be willing to make a committment to work 16 hours per 
month. 
Men and women of all ethnic backgrourids are encouraged to
apply. 
Interested persons should contact he TVAP Co-ordinator, 
Karen Walker at 638-0333 or can pick up an information 
package from the Terrace R.C.M.P. 
Polly's Ca e 
~ Chinese &Western Cuisine 
~'~------J"~ Mon.--Thuts. 10:30 a.m. - -  midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. --  1 a.m. 
:~unday 12:00 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 o, 638-8034 
GIM'S  ~. 
~r .~ - RESTAURANT ~ 
.~.'~P" Chinese & Canadian Food "~'/,,'.~.. 
/i'~!i OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~)~,~, 
a • ~ ' , :  t~ ,= Thursdaj,  ! 1:30 . m. - -  l i .  O0 p.m.t~:, ; .  
F r i  - ,fat 11:30 arm. - -  ! ;00  a.m.  
Sundaj ,  12:00 a.m. I0 :00  p .m.  
4643 Park A venue 635.6111 
This Week BUFFET LUNC-H'- ~ ln AUGIEIS LOUNGE NOON-  2:00 P.M. Monday to Friday I Hot Entree, Soup, I j 8sl=ds, Rolls & Desserts I 
!_ SS.9s . . . .  
4,551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL-FREE: 1.800-663.8156 FAX: 635-2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
I~ J  '~'G''''° ^ve' '°' ra"e°°. 
Terrace. B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
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date  yet for/ibrary-vote 
by Tod Strachan 
It was in April, 1990, that Ter- 
race city council held a special 
press conference to unveil •official 
drawings of their proposed $4.5 
million community centre. At the 
time mayor Jack Talstra said it 
was council's intention to take the 
proposal to referendum during the 
November, 1990, municipal elec- 
tion. The two-year-old library 
expansion proposal, he said, had 
been put on hold until November, 
1991. 
That date is not far off, but coun- 
cil has been mute on the library 
referendum issue. For this reason, 
the Terrace Review asked city 
council Monday night for the date 
of the library referendum. There 
are two likely dates. A referendum 
could be held on Oct. 19 during 
the provincial election. Or it could 
be held on Nov. 17 during the 
school board byelection. Which 
dale will it be? 
Neither, said mayor Jack Talstra. 
No date has been set. He explained 
that there has been ongoing dia- 
logue between city and library 
administration on just how to 
dum, didn't seem concerned with 
setting a date that might connect 
with something else. 
After only a minute or so of 
debate, alderman Bob Cooper left 
his chair for an apparently urgent 
and secret conference with Danny 
Sheridan. Their whispered conver- 
sation continued for about a half- 
minute, after wltich Bob Cooper 
expressed concern for the cost of 
referendums in general. "It costs us 
money if we have a referendum," 
he said. Danny Sheridan then 
suggested the memo was only 
before them for discussion. 
And all the while, Takhar tried to 
explain to his peers that it would 
cost nothing to appoint a returning 
officer. The cost would come only 
after a date was actually set and 
the referendum was held. And it 
could be minimized if it coincided 
with another polling activity. 
Cooper moved early in  the 
debate that the matter should be 
sent to Sheridan's Finance Com- 
mittee for further consideration. 
This was later amended by Rick 
King to an in-camera Committee 
of the Whole meeting which would 
follow their public meeting. 
During the library board's Feb. 
21, 1991, annual general meeting, 
outgoing chairman Willy Schneider 
said the cost of the planned expan- 
sion had risen to about $1.2 mil- 
lion due to inflation. 
But Schneider sis•noted that the 
plans had lain idle while the 
library aged another three years. 
School surplus to 
stay in district 
A Ministry of Education official said last week that School 
District 88 will be allowed to keep the $951,000 operating surplus 
from its 1990-91 budget. 
The surplus, a combination of unexpected interest income, 
phrase the referendum question, grant amounts and other miscellaneous revenue for the district, 
And besides, they don't have a went on the public record at the Sept. 10 board meeting. At that 
price yet because the city has time trustees expressed uncertainty about whether the money 
architect Allan Soutar busy prepar- would stay in the district or be taken back by Victoria. 
ing plans for a number of options 
ranging from the extravagant to the 
economical. 
Also, said Talstra, there is no 
urgency , to setting the date for a 
referendum. It can be held' 
anytime. But wouldn't it be 
cheaper to hold during an already 
scheduled election? Alderman Me 
Tald~r seems to think so. But 
others during a Monday night 
debate on the pros and cons of 
• appointing a returning officer, just 
in case there might be a referen- 
Gerald Morton, director of the ministry's communication 
branch, said Sept. 17 that the money will remain in the district, 
and the board can carry it forward into the next fiscal year. "It's 
part of the overall plan to support districts that are efficient," he 
remarked. 
School District 88 secretary-treasurer Barry Piersdorff said 
Monday the district has not been officially notified of the 
ministry's position on the surplus. 
Board vice-chairman Wayne Braid said, "It certainly opens lots 
of possibilities." Braid recalled that there were many items that 
had to be set aside during the district's budget deliberations in 
the spring. "l'm sure we'll revisit those things; the major ones 
• are capital projects, equipment replacement, computers for sure. 
Itls a great opportunity to do something further." 
NOW OPEN! 
ONE DAY SERVICE 
WE'RE, NOT THE BIGGEST BUT WE MAY BE THE BEST 
,NEW & USED RADIATORS 
*ANY CORE AVAILABLE • CLUTCH FANS • HOSES 
.GAS TANK REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENTS 
• HEATER REPAIR & REPLACEMENTS 
*5"YR. WARR. ON AUTO RECORES 
*2-YR. WARR. ON AUTO REPAIRS 
*2-YR. WARR. ON IND. RECORES 
,1 -YR. WARR. ON IND. REPAIRS 
*NEW & REBUILT 
• RADIATOR EXCHANGE 
*AUTOMOBILES *TRUCKS *TRACTORS 




4528 Greig Ave. 24 HOUR SERVICE 
TerraCe B.C. (CERTIFIED SERVICE) 
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Mismanagement caused forest] 
industry woes, Giesbrecht says 
by Michael Kelly 
A Now Democratic Party 
• government in British 
Columbia would take 
back some forestry regulatory 
functions now performed by forest 
companies, expand staff in the 
Ministry of Forests, and set the 
timber harvest in accordance with 
the findings of inventory studies • 
now being conducted in most 
Timber Supply Areas in the prov- 
ince. 
Thesepolicy statements were 
made by Skeena NDP candidate 
Helmut Giesbrecht on the first day 
of the election campaign last week. 
"Our position is that the forest has 
been mismanaged," Giesbrecht 
said. 
In the past 10 years the number 
of people working in the Ministry 
of Forests has dropped by 25 per- 
cent and much of the regulatory 
work - -  keeping an eye on forest 
companies and loggers to ensure 
they manage the forest according 
to the rules ~ has been transferred 
from the ministry to the com-  
would be difficult at this point to 
say whether all or part of the work 
would be paid for by the govern- 
ment. He noted that in Sweden 
incremental si viculture isO f major 
importance, with 25 percent of the 
commercial timber coming from 
thinning of managed stands. 
"We're nowhere near that. It's 
time we learned something from 
other countries." 
Giesbrecht believes the industry 
bears closer watching as well. 
While the Kitlope watershed south 
of Kitimat is being fought over by 
preservation groups and West 
Fraser Timber, which ownsthe 
cutting rights there, mountains of 
wood chips are being exported by 
Eurocan, a 50 percent stakeholder 
in the Kitlope licence. Giesbrecht 
believes the situation and others 
like it, in which raw materials of 
the industry are being exported, 
should be investigated. An NDP 
government would phase out raw 
log exports. When asked if areas 
like the Kalum North, where tim- 
ber can't be logged economically 
for the price it fetches on the 
panies. Giesbrecht likens it todomestic market, would be 
"sending the fox into the henhouse excepted, Giesbrecht said only if 
to count the eggs". The govern- 
ment admits that it now relies on 
the companies for much of the 
data about he state of the resource 
and their own activities in the 
woods, Giesbreeht said. He thinks 
it places both the public, who 
owns the resource, and the com- 
panies in an unreasonable position. 
"We shouldn't have to trust a 
group with a vested interest. 
"It's no different than policing... 
we must have adequate monitor- 
ing." 
There are a number of reasons 
the industry and the resource is in 
trouble, Giesbrecht said, and there 
is no single solution for the prob- 
lems. He points out that his 
sources indicate the Kalum Timber 
Supply Area around Terrace is 
being overcut by 38 percent in 
relation to long-term sustained 
yieldcapacity, and the annual 
allowable cut has been steadily 
increasing. 
When the TSA inventories are 
finished, around 1993, there could 
be some tough political decisions 
in the works, Giesbrecht admits. 
He adds, however, that those deci- 
sions will be necessary only 
because the problems weren't 
addressed by previous administra- 
tions and have carded on, becom- 
ing more critical with time. 
"If the cut needs to be reduced, 
the question is how to scale down 
the consumption without unfairly 
hitting communities," he said. "It 
should be evenly borne." Part of 
the NDP policy on forestry would 
be to make silviculture a much 
larger component of forest activ- 
ities, and Giesbrecht believes that 
logging and processing jobs that 
• might be lost if the timber supply 
shrinks could be made up in that 
area, He emphasized that these 
would bc well,.paidjobs, but said it 
the logging wouldn't jeopardize 
long-term sustained yield in the 
forest and the logs couldn't be 
Ha tton 
used domestically. 
Part of the industry's problem is 
government short-sightedness, he
says, citing the fact that the Oren- 
da pulp and paper mill proposal 
couldn't work in the Meziadin area 
because the hydroelectric supply 
was inadequate. The town of 
Stewart was told when the hydro 
was extended there that the power 
supply would be enough to estab- 
lish an industry, but when the 
industry examined it closely the 
supply fell short. "It's a good 
example of a decision that was 
politically expedient," he said. 
"Now the mill at Kitwanga is shut 
down, while the community 
watches loaded logging trucks go 
by in both directions." 
For those ¢asor~, he says, any 
independent review of the Orenda 
proposal for the Terrace-Kitimat 
corridor should examine the supply 
and use of the timber from their 
North Kalum forest licenee. 
Giesbrecht held an open house 
Saturday afternoon to introduce his 
campaign headquarters and staff to 
supporters and the general public. 
In an address he criticized incum- 
bent Socred MLA Dave Parker for 
what Giesbrecht called his reliance 
on securing lot~ry gran~ for the 
riding. 
Skeena New Democrat candidate Helmut Giesbrecht and his 
campaign manager Gall Murray started the race off Saturday 
afternoon with open house at the NDP campaign headquarters on 
Park Ave., across from George Little Memodai Park. 
Giesbrecht says he intends to use election race. He spent Monday in 
personal contact methnds like the northern part of the riding 
door-to-door campaign methods as ~ knocking on doors and introducing 
one of his primary tactics' ill the hinlself to voters. 
scorns politics 
influential if the number of So- 
creds and New Democrats is a 
close balance. 
As of three years ago, she said, 
there were 137 paid-up Liberals in 
the Skeena riding. 
Hatton, who turned 77 this week, 
is a 30-year resident of Terrace 
with a solid background inhelping 
the unemployed. Her independent 
job service, the Golden Rule, has 
for many years made an art of 
matching up jobless but willing 
people with employers, ometimes 
setting up workers from Terrace 
with permanent jobs as far away as 
the Queen Charlotte Islands and 
Alberta. "Ordinary people who 
don't know better say that people 
on welfare are too lazy to work, 
and that makes me mad," she 
remarks. 
Hatton's main concern with the 
of fear 
state of affairs in Skeena is still 
unemployment. She blames numer- 
ous examples of government and 
corporate insensitivity and mis- 
management for the problem, 
citing a range of factors like the 
Free Trade Agreement with the 
U.S., which she says is now mov- 
ing jobs out of Canada and into 
Mexico, or the failure of major 
forest companies to begin - -  until 
it was too late - -  replenishing the 
woods they cut down. "Even our 
grandchildren won't be able to 
benefit from the trees being 
planted now," she said. "Those 
companies have a lot to answer 
for." 
She is no stranger to politics, 
having worked on behalf of the 
Liberals, both federal and provin- 
cial, in every election campaign 
for the past 30 years. 
Liberal Juanita Hatton: It's a good chance for people to realize 
there is an alternative. 
by Michael Kelly. 
L iberal candidate Juanita 
Hatton says the province 
has suffered from the 
extreme political polarization of 
the past 20 years, with both the 
right wing and the left motivated 
by fear of one another coming into 
power. 
"Everyone is scared of each 
other," she said in an interview 
shortly alter Ihe election call. 
"Well, l'm not afraid of anyone." 
Hatton believes the voting public 
has become confused in the pro- 
eess and doesn't realize what's at 
stake in the coming election. "It's 
a good chance for people to realize 
there is an alternative." 
Hatton was named last summer 
by the B.C. Liberals to represent 
them in Skeena, Although the 
party has so few members in B.C. 
it is largely considered marginal, 
Hatton thinks that even one or two 
elected Liberal members could be 
Provincial General Election 
Notice is hereby given to the citizens of 
Skeena Electoral District 
that the office of the Returning Officer is 
located at: 
4639 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IS8 
Phone: 638-1297- Fax: 638-1689 
Elaine Johnson 
Returning Officer 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  II I l l  II i . . . .  I I 
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Parker  sees  growth  
inc~ and U.S. states where the 
forest industry cut most saw logs a 
century before the B.C. industry. .... economy Now, products like particie board, • in area wafer board, oriented strand board, 
paper and market pulp are at the 
by Ted Straehan Ministry of Forests have made core of the manufacturing industry 
"remaikable progress" in the past while the manufacture of lumber 
he future of the forest decade. And that progress will plays only a minor role. 
T industry in Northwestern -continue in the nextdecade, he  A similar evolution will happen 
B.C. depends on your says, through more stringent rules here, says Parker. We will con- 
• :point. of. view, says incumbent and improved management tech- tinuo to cut lumber products, but 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker. Some niqucs. • the real growth willbe in second- 
people are conservationists and Forest plantation disasters of the ary manufacturing. And in these 
some are preservationists, Parker past due to natural factors such as new, industries, we will find a 
explains, and he advocates censer- • insects, disease and fire are being, higher ..ratio of employment for 
ration, and will continue to be corrected, each cubic metre of fibre con- 
"Conservation is the wise use of In  fact, Parker predicts that by the sumed. 
our forests," he says. "The issue is end of this decade there will be no "I see growth in the Northwest in 
how to effectively utilize a NSR (Not SufficientiyRestocked) the decade ahead," says Parker. Dave Parker, the incumbent MLA for Skeena and Social Credit 
resource with the high degree of areas of forest land in the prov- And, "As the industry matures, candidate for the Oct. 17 election, kicked +off his campaign with a 
decay found here. Stands here are inca. employment levels will climb." ribbon cutting Saturday aftemoon to open his campaign 
overmature." The other half of the answer, The .economy in our comer of headquarters in the Aimadin building on Eby. St. across from the 
The answer, according to Parker, secondary manufacturing, will the province will continue to be B.C. Govemment Access Centre. 
is two-fold. First, we have to con- utilize more marginal species and driven byprimary industry, Parker 
tinue improving silviculture grades of timber, and the manufac- predicts. But onlyifthe provincial free Kitimat port linked to air we will see the ~owth of the 
methods. And second, we have to turing process will be developed g0~,ernment has the wisdom to routes, rail lines and highways will Service industry and other small 
encourage the development of  around exacting environmental develop the transportation i fra- attract industries like smelters, businesses relatedto both the 
secondary manufacturing to pro- restrictions. This will result in a structure that primary industry foundries, fabricating plants, sac- importing and exporting of goods. 
porly utilize the existing forest clean industry which more fully demands, ondary wood manufacturing facil- And on the prairies, Parker says, 
inventory, utilizes existing timber inventories. In making this statement, Parker ities and pulp and paper mills, potash and agricultural concerns 
As far as silviculture prescrip- The change is inevitable, says is referring to the current initiative And the spin-offs from the devel- will find more economical access 
tions are concerned, Parker says Parker. Proof of this, he says, is of developing a Terrace-Kitimat opment of primary industries will to world markets. 
both forest companies and the found in eastern Canadian prey- Port Authority. Parker says an ice- have a far reaching effect. Here, But there are other, less obvious 
N T -  S - -  as well. Inatead of export- SGO GTO F ing our raw reset ,  we will be IT' IN BE DI FERE TH! T IME  nof,. • processing them as close to source 
as possible. And there will be the 
First test of new voting laws, riding boundaries potential for the development of an entirely new industry, research and 
• • Voters in Skeena will be dealing with a new set bf electoral laws the development of new technol- . . . . .  ogy here in the Northwest. This 
~ and a new map of the tiding in the Oct. 17 provincial election. 
The laws are amendments passed to the Elections Act in 1988 should be encouraged, says Parker, 
;~ concerning the registration of voters who aren't on the list, a matter at both the university and industry 
: !%::~:i .... : covered by Section 80 of the Act. In the most recent B.C. election in level. 
. . . . . . . . . .  1986, voters had the option of registering at the polls on election. But "If we have port redundancy, we 
• this time new voters, or those who, for some reason, aren't on the list, will see a great deal more activity 
will have eight specific days during the election campaign to register, here," says Parker. "The service 
: ~ No one will be allowed to register at the polls, industry that follows will be a 
: At the time the amendments were passed, the Social Credit govern- significant employment generator. 
ment under Bill Vander Zalm argued that the process for last- minute But the basic tools have to be 
there. Otherwise not much will 
~ : ~ registering was being abused and creating unnecessary confusion at 
the polls. Opponents argued that it would deprive some people of the happen." 
~ j  fight to vote by restricting registration. Another factor affecting the 
Provincial records how that in the 1986 election 10.05 percent of future of our economy, says 
voters in Skeena ~ over 1,500 of them ~ registered at the polls on Parker, will be a much closer 
election day under Section 80. The Registrar of Voters in Skeena - -  relationship with Alaska. "We have 
Terrace government agent Randy 'IYombley - -  will register Section a great deal in common," says 
80 voters from Oct. 8-15. Registration under Section 80 requires a Parker. "The challenges are very 
x~ procedure similar to sweating out an affidavit, similar. The climate is very simi- 
Regular egistration is being taken anywhere that has the appropri- lar. Resources and initiatives are 
very similar... I think we will see 
) .i::i:: ":~ :~ii ~.~ ate forms until Sept. 28. 
': ': ~".~,~.?~:.,:!::, "/, Early voting takes place Oct, 5-8, and advance polls will be held much more outreach community to 
' Oct. 9-12. Voting by mail for people who will be absent or unable to community... C'hambors of Com- 
get to polling places on election day will be accepted from now until merce, service clubs, municipal 
councils will stay in touch." 
Oct. 17. Parker hopes all this will mean a 
This election will also be the inaugural run for the revised electoral 
district boundaries drawn up by Justice Thomas Fisher for a 1988 B.C. Hydro link to the Alaskan 
• ~:~:i:;~'~::'i~:'~  royal commission. Fisher's recommendations shrank the Skeena panhandle that will network with 
:: '  : :  riding by moving the north and cast boundaries toward 'Ibrmce, the Northwest. Along with a port 
" :  " :a ' r ' '  " " " = k ~ removing Hazelton, Smithers and the Kispiox Valley, the north end authority, this will add to the infra- 
of Babine Lake and a virtually unpopulated wilderness area in the .structure and help attract primary 
upper Skeena watershed. The population in the more compact riding industries to the Northwest. 
was estimated at 30,778 in 1988, comprised mainly of greater Tar- Parker believes Terrace will 
continue to develop as the nerve 
~ ~  race, Kitwanga, Kitimat and area and Kemano. 
Terrace government agent Randy Trombley said that as of Sept. 9 centre for Northwestern services 
' them were 15,538 voters registered in the riding, and will attract both industry and 
[ Residents of the Nasa Valley and Stewart may bc feeling a sense of all levels of government services. 
[ dislocation in this election ~ Fisher moved them into the North Also, Mills Memorial Hospital will 
Coast riding to join Prince Rupert and the Queen Charlotte Islands. continue to evolve as a "major 
The darkened areae in the map above show the sections of the Their former riding of Atlin vanished with Fisher's report, the north- regional facility" with both govern- 
old Skeena riding that were pared off by the 1988 Royal ern part of it being rolled into a vast new riding called Bulldey ment and community support. 
Commission on Electoral Boundaries. The lightly shaded area Valley-Stildne. Hazelton and Smithers will now vote in concert with And at the heart of it all: ".The 
shows the Skeena riding that will be in effect for the Oct. 17 Iskut, Dease Lake and Telegraph Creek. development of a Kitimat-Terrace 
provincial election. The royal commission redistributed population A study done by the Terrace Review published July 12, 1989 Port Authority with airport and 
more evenly throughout he province, eliminated dual-member showed that if the new boundaries had been in eft'eel for the 1986 marine terminal access to , all 
ridings, and increased the legislative as~mbly from 69 to 75 election Social Credit candidate Dave Parkcr still would have modes of transportation... All 
defeated NDP incumbent Frank Howard, but by less than 400 votes, within local government control," 
members. Under the old riding boundaries Parker won by nearly 1,000 votes, he says. 
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L ,  
ttention, class. We have two questions for con- 1 
A sideration today: Do B,C. and Ontario ccupy 
the same place on the map ?Are Rata Johnston 
and Bill Vander Zalm the same person ? Think carefully, 
now. You may be experiencing some confusion. I 
This election campaign is  off to the inevitable poor start 
with both provincial and local candidates in the two 
major• parties trying to stampede voters through fear tac- 
tics. Although the behaviour of a politically affiliated 
administration on the other side of the country and the 
history of the incumbent B.C. administration are relevant 
considerations for voters, they are marginal matters in 
comparison to a host of issues that are going to require 
immediate attention from whoever runs the province after 
Oct. 17. 
The first week of the campaign and the months-long 
run-up to it could give people the impression that the 
only thing the NDP and Socreds have to offer in victory 
is the assurance that the opposing party will be excluded 
from governing: Social Credit continues hectoring aboui 
the performani:e of the NDP ~idministration i Ontario, 
and the NDP here continues niping at the empty chair 
formerly occupied by Bill Vander Zalm. Meanwhile there 
is no shortage of real issues: 
• Administration and use of forests has failed repeatedly, 
proven by the fact that the industry cannot support long- 
term employment. 
• Resolution of aboriginal grievances regarding land use 
and ownership is still moving at a glacial pace, creating 
social divisions and impeding land use decisions of all 
kinds. 
-Long-term unemployment in this region is still 
unacceptably high, even during prosperous times. 
.Govemmenr and industrial strategies for dealing with 
solid wastes are in a vague and dishe~,,elled state. 
• There is no clear policy on the manner in which the 
environment can be protected while allowing workers in 
resource industries to continue earning a living. 
If proponents of both major parties are at this point 
objecting that all these matters are covered in their policy 
manuals and that their candidates in fact do have posi- 
tions on these issues, then let them quit dithering around 
with irrelevant spook tales and get down to telling voters 
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• VICTORIA ~'So what can you, 
the British Columbia voters, 
expect during the next four weeks 
of electioneering, now that he 
race is on? 
Consider this to be a Paler 
Primer of things you are certain 
to see or hear between ow and 
October 17. The basic motto 
which applies is: ali's fair in love, 
war and politics. 
o Expect here to be at least wo 
province-wide "IV debates be- 
tween Premier Rata Johnston 
and NDP leader Mike Harcourt. 
, ,   eon,,cont ntioust in Oout 
A them is likely to be the whining 
insistence of other parties to par-  tt pat  
If Liberal leader Gordon Wil- 
son is allowed to join the debate, 
then should not the Green Party 
~ ~ - - - " 1  or the Reform Party of B.C. or 
• . any other political party be 
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those TV debates will be about as 
exciting as clipping your toenails. 
As for a head-to-head between 
Mrs. Johnston and NDP leader 
Mike Harcourt, Socred insiders 
say they feel the best hey can 
hope for is that she comes out 
even - -  the worst, a disaster. 
The NDP are confident that a 
slick, smooth Harcourt will bury 
her. 
And if the performances at
Thursday's election-launch press 
conference are any example of 
The view from 
Victoria - -  
by John Pifer 
Mr. Rae. Three times, he ducked 
and bobbed and chose not to give 
a yes or no answer. 
Why is he skittering away from 
it? Because Mr. Harcourt and his 
handlers know that he more they 
can distance themselves from his 
eastern counterpart during the 28 
days of the election writ, the less 
the danger of being tarred with 
the wild-man, spendthrift socialist 
brush. 
Social Credit will try to milk 
such evasiveness for all that it's 
worth, which may well prove to 
young woman from Greenpeace 
leap to her feet and start spouting 
questions about what the Socreds 
would do or had done to the envi- 
ronment; but most observers feel 
Mrs. Johnston handled itpoorly, 
was openly flustered and looked 
bad on the cruel, unsympathetic 
judge that is live television. 
(Incidentally, we did ask the 
Greenpeacer if she intended to 
disrupt he NDP leader, too, but 
surprise, surprise, she wouldn't 
and didn't). 
o Watch for Mr. Harcourt to duck 
and bob and weave like a basket- 
ball player on uppers, every time 
he is asked about Ontario NDP 
premier Bob Rae. 
At that same press conference, 
he was asked three times if it was 
not true that as a New Democrat, 
he shared the same philosophy as 
be very little. 
OBe prepared for statistics galore, 
what we can expect, the Socreds You may rest assured that both 
would be wise to cancel plans for main parties will regularly spew 
any debate, period, out how many billions of dollars 
Mrs. Jotinston.was uricomforb ..,:' :'Worth of promises their opponent 
able, pdrkpiring yisibl'y.; ilia¼ ease :: has  tallied. 
and nervousthroughout; while And every time there is an ' 
Mr. Harcourt projected sincerity, 
marion intensity and deters" • • 
True, it must have been u nset- 
t!ing to the Premier to have a rude 
m 
announcement of government 
funds for anything, any project, it 
will be labelled as 'trying tO buy 
votes, regardle.~s of its origin, size 
or worthiness. 
Add to that he assorted inter- 
pretations to come from a flurry 
of public-opinion polls, and the 
average voter will be justified in 
feeling dizzy and confused at the 
end of it all. 
• OBrace yourself for accusations 
that he media is sexist and con- 
descending toPremier Johnston 
because she is a woman. 
Women's Affairs Minister 
Carol Gran will lead this fight, 
rising up in righteous indignation 
any time reference ismade to 
Mrs. Johnston's clothes, or her 
hairdresser. 
Never mind that the visual 
media just want good pictures. A 
• shot of an upbeat, ready-for-the- 
fight leader emerging from a 
beauty salon is" good TV, and no 
different than cameras following • 
a male finance minister out to buy 
a new tie, or new shoes or a new 
suit before delivering his Budget. 
But Mrs. Gran disagrees, vehe- 
mently. She indignantly told the 
press on the day the election was 
called that she was offended and 
angry that we were treating Mrs. 
Johnston in a patronizing, sexist 
manner. 
Qtiestion to you, Minister: Does 
that mean it •also is sexist o men- 
tion Quebec Premier Robert 
Bourassa's hairdresser? Lighten 
up, Carol, 
Parting Thought: As the elec- 
tion campaign begins, it is all but 
impossible to find a pundit who 
gives Social Credit much chance 
of winning. 
Most guestimates ofthe out- 
come gay the split will be about 
50-25, NDP to Socred, with per- 
haps one or two Liberals squeez- 
ing in alter a 16-year absence... •
f 
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High grade:now, tr j 
earn low. later " 
In ights Milton Jovial a new bottom line section .each year of the timber he sporting an estimated net quarterly has ~ Is the only way to go. prof.=.t of $889,260 for his saw- mUhag and logging operatmns, ~ ~ '~ kay, Milton.l'l l go 
instead of only $665,000, the ~i i slow. This is impor- 
amount projected in a b"usiness U tant and I don't 
pkm filed the week before thaL 
There is a problem, however. The 
smaller number was the result of 
harvesting Jovlal's timber profile 
over a 20-year period while the 
larger was the result of high grad- 
ing (cutting only the best timber) 
over a five.year period. The after- 
math ofhigh grading for five years 
is harvesting low quality fibre for 
the following 15 years, the balance 
of Jovial's forest licence term, at 
an estimated net quarterly profu of 
only $376,164. 
This week we pikk up where we 
left off... Squish trying to convince 
Jovial that logging the timber. 
want you getting confused." 
"You calling me stupid?" Jovial 
said with a sneer. 
"Not at all, Milton. It's just that 
bottom line logging can be decep- 
tively tempting.., and I want you to 
see very clearly the wisdom of 
harvesting your timber profile 
instead." 
With that, Squish began a 
lengthy and detailed escription 
by Tod Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
the first scenario... Logging the 
• timber profile. It was a carefully 
balanced plan that would ensure 
the same quality of timber in the 
last cut of the twentieth year as 
was found in the first cut of the 
first year. It was good manage- 
ment. It was sustainable. It was the 
which Jovial periodically found only way to manage Jovial's forest 
somewhat boring, until the stratling wisely~ Sqdsh said. 
conclusion caught his full attefition It was true. By harvesting 
of the differencebetween the according to the timber profile, 
two harvesting plans. Jovial. would only see 15 percent 
He brought Jovial's attention to instead of 30 percent high grade 
material coming out of his mill. 
On the other hand, 50 percent of 
his lumber would be "number two" 
quality lumber instead of only 35 
percent. 
But the biggest difference of all 
would be found in the "number 
three" quality lumber, the material 
that Jovial could use to really 
maximize the value of his forest. 
Unfortunately, it was a fact of 
life that some number three lumber 
had to be included in every high 
quality export order in order to 
make up the required volume. The 
only rule was that there couldn't 
be any more than 20 percent grade 
three material in any one order. 
The secret, was to keep the num- 
ber three content as low as pos- 
sible, giving Jovial's salesman the 
edge over the competition on the 
next order by offering a better 
product. 
And with Herby's favoured plan 
harvesting the timber profile 
there would only be 15 percent 
- -  Continued on page 10 
Letters to the Editor 
Orenda questioned on hazardous material movement 
To the Editor; along our transportation systems, immediate area such as Usk, per week and 180 pulp log truck- and rewards to be.reaped in the 
I attended the Orenda's MPRP 
meetingheld on Sept. 12, 1991 in 
Terrace. It was my understanding 
that the Orenda public informa- 
tion hearing meet ing was 
designed to hear the concerns of  
the general community. Repre- 
sentatives from Orenda and con- 
suiting firms were to be present to 
answer questions asked and to 
hear concerns from the public. 
Mr. David Parsons was present 
on behalf of the MPRP acting as 
their coordinator, to take note of 
our concerns and ensure the steer- 
ing committee is made aware of 
these concerns. 
The meeting was not held for 
Orenda to advertise the quality of 
their proposed mill or to give 
lengthy sPeeChes to the public 
about its operation. Their con- 
stunt intervention i fringed on the 
length of time forwhich the gen- 
eral community was given to 
voice their own concerns. My 
point was not made at the meet- 
ing because the moderator did not 
allow it to be made due to lack of 
t ime. Comments which I ad- 
dressed to the hearing were sluf- 
fed off by Orenda as having been 
spoken by some over-wrought 
housewife who didn't know what 
she was talking about. It is with 
grave concern that I write this let- 
ter to you and the general com- 
munity. Those who value the 
safety of their families, fellow 
neighbours and friends should 
pay particular attention to my-let- 
ter. 
Concerns to be addressed are the 
air we breath each day, the water 
we drink each day and the safety 
of each of us travelling Hwy, 37 
S and Hwy. 16 E to andfrom 
Terrace and Thomhill each day, 
whether it is us going to work or 
our children on buses going to 
schools. 
All of these concerns fall under 
one issue: the potential danger of 
a hazardous material spill, be it 
transported by iruck or by rail 
and the increase in truck traffic 
that Orenda's proposed mill will 
generate. 
If you are not familiar with haz- 
ardous materials, please request 
to see the "Canutec Manual", 
which can be obtained from your 
local fire department. You should 
!nvestigate these hazardous 
chemicals uch as: DPTA, caustic 
soda, hydrogen peroxide, sodium 
silicate and biocide. 
If there is an increase of these 
hazardous goods being routed 
past our doorstep by truck or by 
rail, ask yourself these questions: 
1) Do you not think it is our 
right and responsibility to make 
• this our business? 
2) DO we not have the right to 
demand further information about 
these dangerous goods? 
3) Should Orenda not be 
required, to identify all hazardous 
,: materials which they intend to 
have transported to their mill? 
They refused to discuss or 
divulge what other additives or 
retention aids listed in Table 2, 
- found between pages 65 and 66 
of Volume I of their prospectus as 
hazardous materials, they will be 
using. 
4) Do we not have the fight to 
demand safe transport of these 
hazardous goods? 
5) Do we not have the responsi- 
bility to otirselves and our fami- 
lies to request an alternate loca- 
tion for a mill using 26 metric 
tonnes of chemicals per day', 
chemicals past our doorstep to the 
mill? 
I am not naive. No company, can 
ensure safe transportation f haz- 
ardous materials while enroute to 
its facility. 
This is the point 1 was trying to 
make at the meeting. 
Orenda indicated that chemical 
transportation on our highways 
will be very insignificant and 
stated that the majority of haz- 
ardous chemicals will be trans- 
ported by rail. All residents in the 
ThornhiU, Terrace, New Remo, 
• Old Remo, Jackpine Flats, and 
east and west shore residents at 
Lake lse  Lake should be con- 
cerned about hazardous materials 
that can affect the air we breath 
and our drinking water (whether 
• it be from wells, or creeks, or the 
lake itself). Any spill by track or 
rail can do two things: 
1) discharge poisonous gas into 
our air and result in an 
evacuation to all residents and 
2) pollute our waterways with 
the runoff of these hazardous 
chemicals thus contaminating our 
drinking water indefinitely. 
As far as highways are con- 
Cerned, 21 chemical truckloads 
loads per week ~ one way ~ on 
our highways is not insignificant 
when compounded with the exist- 
ing overuse of these roads by 
truck traffic. Haven't we already. 
experience~d a bus accident which 
involved a logging truck at 
• Kleanza Creek? Won't 201 truck- 
loads extra per week on our high- 
ways increase the potential haz- 
ard for more such accidents? 
Orenda cannot ensure safe trans- 
port of hazardous materials to its 
proposed mill. This being the 
case, there is no place for such a 
mill in proximity to a residential/ 
recreational area. 
Meziadin is still close enough to 
our community for spin-off jobs 
Terrace area. 
Just one other thought for you. 
Orenda's timber licence does not 
identify,that  pulp and paper mill 
must be developed. It indicates 
that they must provide Within five 
years a secondary industry. 
Maybe they should consider some 
alternate development which is 
more environmentally friendly to 
our area. Mary S~em, 
CPR Instructor,. 
St. John Ambulance 
First Aid Instructor, 
i 
Resident of Lakelse 
Active Vohinteer 
Firefighter. 
Horse clubs object to being 
.singled out for buying policy 
To the Editor; 
I was disappointed to see that 
one of our local businessmen 
found it necessary to complain 
publicly in your Sept. 4, 1991 
issue about a lack of support for 
his store. He gave the impression 
that the 4-H Club had asked for 
donations from him and then did 
not patronize his business. 
If he would check his records he 
would note that the 4-H Council 
buys all their medallions from his 
store. As president of a non-profit 
youth organization whose opera- 
tional budget is raised by petting 
zoos, bake sales and our muffin 
booth at the Fall Fair, I find it 
petty to be singled out in such a 
manner, 
The trophies and ribbons given 
out to 4-H members at the Skeena 
Valley Fall Fair are purchased 
and paid for by the Fall Fair 
Association. You may ask them 
whether they find the local trophy 
shop competitive in prices or ser- 
vice when approached for a 
quote. The B~mt~; 'N, Saddles 4-H 
horse club did check prices local- 
ly for their Fall Fair weekend 
horse show and found that the 
price difference was impossible 
to manage. 
The 4-H Council appreciates the 
local businesses who donate to 
our organization and we will con- 
tinue to patronize their stores and 




District 4-H Council, 
Terrace. 
Kemano is not the. 
only contract violated 
To the Editor; 
It is interesting to note that in 
Cyril Shelford's letter published 
in your September 18, 1991 issue 
he states: "Up to now, the sancti- 
ty of contracts has been the cor- 
nerstone of our society. This mat- 
ter should concern all of us 
because if an agreement with 
governments does not mean any- 
thing, then nothing we do is 
4, 
secure... 
tent and urge his fellow Socreds 
to overrule by legislation Com- 
pensation Fairness Commissioner 
Ed Lien's order for School Dis- 
trict 88 to renegotiate its contract 
with the teachers. 
in the old days when a man's 
word was his honour, a hand- 
shake sealed a deal. Now one 
can't even trust a written contract. 
Dun Farreli, 
Busines~ Agent, 
! know he was referring to the. • " ,: .i,.i.' B.C, Northwest 
Kemano Completion Project, but :,,~ ~ ~ .~.DtstrictCouncii, 
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Dog sled fan plans ..- 
mail run to Kitimat 
a rubber tired buggy which was 
by Diana English custom built in Ladysmith. 
also owns two sleds, 
A hundred years ago dog sleds Puge now 
were used to move the mail from which she says can range in price 
one place to another. Terrace resi- from $350 to over $1,000. 
dent Eileen Puge is training Puge has found six other 
Siberian Huskies in the hopes of "mushers" in the Terrace area and 
reviving interest in dog sledding as is currently looking for more. She 
a sport, would also like to know of any 
Puge emphasizes that what she is oldtimers who were involved in 
interested in organizing is a mail moving the mail in the old days, or 
run by dog sled, not a race. She anyone who knows anything about 
says she first heard about moving it. 
mail by dog sled two years ago 
from a friend in Whitehorse who People may have seen Puge, at 
' sent her the special envelopes used various times "mushing" down 
for the mail run. The envelopes HaUiwell, oraround Frank's Field. 
feature pictures of dog teams. She also says she has been out tc 
Puge says that for the past year Kitselas with the dogs. She say~, 
she has been working on finding she gets some odd looks fror¢ 
out more about dog sledding. She people, but a lot of people stop t( 
currently has a five-dog Siberian talk about what she is doing. Sh~ 
Husky team consisting of a two- says some of the people remembe 
year-old called Panda, a one-year- their grandparents alking abou 
old named Sadie and three seven- dog sledding. 
month-old pups, Arrow, Astro and Puge is currently working o 
• Kiska. She says that although she finding out about old trails in tt 
uses Siberian Huskies, any and all area. She has been in touch wil 
types of medium to large dogs can the Terrace Heritage Society and 
be used. hoping they will be able to fiJ 
Puge says she spends most of ~r  some information on local dog slq 
spare time with thedogs, including mail runs. 
at least one hour every day work- - 
ing and training them. She has also Puge says that while she 
been working with and involved in some mushing last year, she 
the training of other dogs. The hoping to do a lot more of it t 
dogs are trained in the summer on year, providing we get the snm 
/ !  
'Ii 
Law Society of British 
Columbia 
Gender Bias Committee 
Notice of Public Meeting 
,mat~=a--m 
The members of the Law Society of British Columbia passed a 
resolution at their Annual General Meeting which created a 
committee to study the extent to which Gender Bias may be 
found in the legal and justice system, including Substantive law. 
Chaired by E. N. (Ted) Hughes, Q. C., the committee consists of 
six (6) other members of the legal profession who bring to this 
task diverse backgrounds in the law. 
The specific areas the Committee will focus on include: 
, " Family Law 
• . Criminal Law 
• Civil Law (excluding Family) 
• The response of the Justice System to violence against• 
women 
• Gender Bias from the perspective of the courtroom 
Although the Committee s mandate includes an examination of :.. 
the legal profession, this subject will not be addressed in the 
public meetings. 
The Committee will be holding the following public meeting in 
your region: 
Terrace: October 4th ana 5m, 1991 
Locetlon: Inn of the West, 4620 Lakelse Ave. 
Time: 9:30 a.m., October 4th, 
continuing throughout he day and the next day as required. 
All people with concerns about gender bias In our Justice 
system are encouraged to make their suggestions known to 
the committee. 
Your submission may be made orally or in writing, but the 
Committee strenuously recommends a written submission. To 
give as many people as possible an opportunity to speak to 
the Committee, you are asked to contact the office of the 
Director of the Gender Bias Committee no later than 5 p.m. 
October 2, 1991 to obtain an appointment ime for the public 
meeting. 
To obtain an appearance time please contact: 
Gender Bias Committee 
c/o Catherine J. Bruce, 'Director 





E.N. (Ted) Hughes, Q.C, 
Chairperson 
Gender Bias Committee 
Pu e shown here with two her :51Dens. nu=~y uvu.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Eileen g , . . stem-built cart in the background. Puge 
the team for daily workouts dunng the summer using the cu 
wants to follow the old mail route to Kltimat by dog sled this winter, an event she hopes will spark 
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Regionat,  dis trict prepan'ng Orenda submission 
to balance 
i ! . by Ted Straehan necessarily a site suitable for public planning process to deter- On the plus side of the long term important the ecological 
The  Kitimat-Srikine Regional 
District board of directors is care- 
fully preparing its submission to 
the Major Project Review Process 
on the Orenda groundwood pulp 
and paper plant proposal. 
In part, the City of Terrace will 
make a submission to the Major 
• Project Steering Committee on the 
basis of their Duluth.Grand Rapids 
tour experience. This may also be 
the ease for the Regional District 
of Kirimat-Stikine, but board mem- 
bers will also have a few 
guidelines developed by adminis- 
tration on which to base their 
positions. 
An administrative r port com- 
mends Orenda for the thorough- 
ness of their prospectus report. It 
is far more comprehensive than the 
average prospectus and unique in 
that many proposed environmental 
studies have a!ready been done, the 
. report states, but the prospectus i
not flawless. There are some inac- 
curacies, but most are minor and 
Orenda has been advised of speci- 
fic problems. 
A greater concern might be 
found in the way the prospectus 
deals with alternate sites. Prelimi- 
nary work by the regional district 
and other parties in selecting the 
Dubose area as a potential indus- 
trial site has taken place over 
several years. There have been 
several private and public sector 
exercises, including some done by 
the regional district. These con- 
eluded that the Dubose area was 
worthy of investigation, but not 
heavy industry. 
Other concerns expressed in the 
administrative r port about Oren- 
da's selected site involve the fact it 
may attract other light or heavy 
industries to locate there. Eventual- 
ly, there may even be commercial 
and residential, development. Of 
particular concern is the fact that 
Orenda only requires 20 hectares 
of land for their mill, but has 
indicated they will be applying for 
100 hectares of Crown land. Why? 
It's a concern, according to the. 
report, that should be passed on to 
the Major Project Steering Com- 
mittee. 
At the same time, the report 
states: "These potential problems 
are manageable through agree- 
ments with the Ministry of Forests 
and Ministry of Crown Lands by 
attaching conditions to the tenure 
to the mill property that Orenda 
will obtain, guarding against sub- 
leases, and by registering crown 
notations on adjacent land inhibit- 
ing alienation." Also, "The site can 
be included within the Greater 
Terrace Official Community Plan." 
But the question of industrial 
development a the Dubose Indus- 
trial Site requires that a larger 
issue be addressed D industrial 
development in the Terraco-Kiti- 
mat corridor. From the report: 
"The Regional District has in the 
past promoted industrial develop- 
ment for the Terraee-Kitimat COr- 
mine general views on industrial 
development throughout the Ter- 
race-Kitimat Corridor, the 
Regional District Board has within 
its mandate the ability to make 
statements about where and. what 
forms of development are appro- 
priate for the region." 
This would seem to indicate that 
the regional board has the ability 
to address local land use concerns. 
But will they? Consider, if you 
were a member of the board, the 
weight of this statement: "Some. 
critics of the Orenda project fear 
that if this project is approved, it 
will set a precedent for other in- 
dustry to move in. The other point 
of view is that rejection of the 
Orenda project means that oppor- 
tunities for further larger scale 
industrial diversification are prob- 
ably foregone as companies look 
elsewhere for sites." 
There's also the question of 
socio-economie impacts in the area 
surrounding Lakelse Lake. Accord- 
ing to the report, Orenda is correct 
in stating that the number of 
employees they will hire only 
"represents a small portion of those 
lost in the area over the past dec- 
ade and is not seen as an unman- 
ageable problem. Of greater con- 
cern is the number of people mov- 
ing into the area during the con- 
struction of the mill. Common- 
wealth Construction could use 
either local motels or build their 
rider; yet, there was never been own construction camp. If they 
community consensus on this form choose the 4atter, 4he~ regional 
of development for this area. district should have input as to the 
"Though there has not been a siting of the camp. 
social effect on Lakelse Lake, is 
the fact that the regional district 
has at least two years lead time 
before mill operation will begin. 
The report notes that the regional 
district is reviving the Greater 
Terrace Official Community Plan 
and will have the opportunity to 
address many land use concerns in 
the Lakelse area through a public 
forum in advance. 
There is a suggestion in the 
report that the regional board 
"should strongly acknowledge the 
strongly held concerns of groups 
within the region affected by this 
project". On behalf of Lakelse 
Lake residents and users, then, 
points to be addressed should 
include air emissions, ecological 
integrity, declining water quality, 
visibility of the mill from the lake, 
visibility in general, and concern 
for trumpeter swans. In addition, 
there may be concerns from other 
corners of the region; Stewart, for 
example. 
The report points out that there 
are some concerns the board can- 
not address, and specific questions 
should therefore be directed to 
specific government agencies. Air 
emissions modelling, for example. 
Air inversions in the area can 
remain for long periods of time. 
Does the modelling for air 
emissions on which Orenda is 
relying adequately represent eli- 
marie conditions at the Dubose 
site? " 
There is~also the •groundwater 
analysis. According to the report, 
groundwater flows are extremely 
in the area and predictions of 
groundwater flows by Orenda 
consultants should be proven 
before the project is allowed to 
proceed. 
"Orenda claims only a very small 
amount of groundwater source will 
be required by the mill operations 
and that impacts will be insignifi- 
cant," states the report. "The pre- 
dictions, however, are based upon 
recharge of the aquifer from pre- 
cipitation. By averaging precipita- 
tion amounts the hydrology studies 
may not show the effects long dry 
periods in the summer and frozen 
ground in winter have on recharge 
rates." Will the Ministry of Envi- 
ronment agree that Orenda's 
methods are acceptable? 
And there's the question of econ- 
omics. If Orenda cannot find pulp 
logs close to their mill and is 
therefore forced to truck logs from 
their North Kalum forest licetw.e, 
will the operation be viable? More 
important, perhaps, is the question 
of whether Orenda's requirements 
might remove asmall but essential 
volume of pulp logs from existing 
pulp mills in the Northwest. It is 
suggested that the Ministry of 
Forests address this issue. 
The last item to be addressed is
the need for ongoing monitoring in 
the Terrace-Kitimat corridor. "This 
information isneeded to determine 
the consequences of industrial 
development i  the corridor, and 
also to assist with improving 
design and locating other industrial 
development that may wish to 
entertain a corridor location." 
Social Credit isn't what it used to be. 
A for p .. 
Social Credit just isn't the same 
anymore. They've been corrupted by 
almost 40 years of uninterrupted 
power. 
Scandal after scandal. 
Resignation after resignation. 
Millions of dollars wasted on 
friends and frills. 
They've forgotten who they are. 
And who they work for. 
Bill Vander Zalm never 
understood the ethical failures of his 
govemment. 
And his hand-picked successor, 
Rim Johnston, doesn't either. 
"It was the cabinet, it was the 
caucas, it was the party board and 
a lot ofparty members whosimply 
went along (with VanderZalm)." 
-- JIM NIELSEN, former Socred cabinet 
minister 
Social Credit doesn't deserve a 
vote of confidence. They haven't 
earned it. 
It'S time for a change. 





"7he once proud and open par~y 
of the Bennetts of Kelowna has 
become a wean myopic, insular 
organization." 
-- DAVID MITCHELL, B.C. historian and 
author of W.A.C. Bennett's biography 
Paid for by the ~nrnlttee to Elect Helmut G l~br~ 
#2 - 4623 Park,  Terrace - 635-4146 
224 Ci ty  Centre ,  K i t imat  - 632-4184 
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I The Way I 
See It..' 
• by Steplumie Wiebe 
Each evening,:in the house 
down the street, my friends 
gather around the dinner table 
and discuss the day's happenings. 
This family includes three busy 
children and ,two working adults, 
so the dinner conversation is as 
lively and hectic as their days. 
Well, at least it used to be that 
way. 
They were having meatballs 
with gravy the night their 13- 
year-old son told them about 
dissecting a sheep's eyeball in 
science class. He reported that 
when he first cut into the eyeball, 
it squirted him. This animated 
description brought an end to the 
nightly parental question, "So 
what did you do in school 
today?" 
Now, my friends and I have 
nothing against science. Actually, 
science is one of my favourite 
subjects. I like the way scientists 
figuratively dissect he world. A 
scientist examines the workings 
of life to discover the hews and 
whys of existence. Basically, 
science is just plain fascinating. 
But physical dissection does not 
thrill me, particularly at the din- 
ner table. And I hesitate to men- 
tion/his, but, although I studied 
chemistry, biology, physics and 
something called "natural 
science", I somehow managed to 
graduate school without ever 
physically dissecting anything. I 
don't know how this happened. 
Some fluke in the ever-changing 
curriculum, perhaps, or maybe an 
act of God, or did I just "block 
out" the entire experience? 
I can clearly remember the 
long-ago experiences of my" 
friends and classmates. The popu- 
lar dissection discussions began 
around Grade 8, unearthing 
school egends about people 
fainting and throwi/Jg up as they 
eviscerated corpses of frogs and 
bugs in a laboratory setting. Early 
science classroom moments 
stirred up endless questions: why 
does life exist, what is the origin 
of the universe, and who would 
be the first to puke in class? 
Vomiting in science class was-a 
major milestone to bypass in our 
educational process. The tension 
mounted quickly as each student 
moved closer to dissecting the 
eyeball of a sheep. 
My classmates reported that 
when you first cut into a sheep's 
• eyeball, it invariably shoots a 
small geyser of eyeball juice at 
the dissector. This is the sheep's 
revenge, prompting more horrific 
science class legends than you 
could imagine. Apparently, the 
frog dissection involves ome 
reflex nerve reaction, another 
exciting topic of discussion 
among young science students. 
By comparison, bug dissection is 
fairly dull. Remember, I have 
never personally witnessed any of 
this, hearing only the secondhand 
reports, in the school cafeteria. 
These descriptive tales were 
generally reported uring lunch 
hour, punctuated with the 
expected cries of 
"Euwwwwwwwww." Never have 
lunch with a budding scientist. 
That was as close as I came to 
science class surgery. By some 
whim of fate, I never experienced 
Forestry Insights --Continuedfr0mpage7~ 
'/can alWays se// this operation for a big profit after / retire the debt. 
number three material in the aver- turning into value-added material is done in 1991 dollars. Inflation is 
age export order, compared to 20 
percent in the high grading scen- 
ario. At the same time, 20 percent 
of the annual harvest could be 
turned into value-added, finger 
jointed lumber. And none of the 
grade three material would he 
turned into chips. 
In the high grade harvesting 
scenario, only nine percent of the 
grade three material, wonld be 
suitable for value-added material 
While six percent would go into 
the chipper. And Jovial hated 
chips. He lost a lot of money on 
the sale of every cubic metre. 
Milton was far from convinced, 
though. In fact he laughed at 
Squish. 
"Herby. This is nothing more 
than a lot of imaginative guess 
work," Jovial chortled. "The differ- 
ences you are describing are way 
too far apart o be believable." 
"Guess work7" Squlsh said with 
a raised brow. "Perhaps. But ~u- 
cated guess work based on a lot of 
experience." 
Jovial was a little shaken. H e 
knew he couldn't debate technical 
forest issues with Squish, so 
instead he asked him to explain. 
Squish advised Jovial that only 
25 percent of his forest contained 
top quality stands of timber and 
that meant a maximum of a five 
year harvest. After that, the quality 
of stands would be of a lesser 
as well. They were either too short 
Or defective. 
"Now," Squish continued. "Look 
at the second table. The one that 
gives you an idea of the average 
year in the last 15 years of your 
licence. How do you!ike that 
bottom line? There is practically 
no high grade lumber. A little bit 
more than half is number two. And 
at the same time your harvesting 
and hauling costs would 
skyrocket." 
"I can do well in the value- 
added, though," cut in Jovial. 
"That's only because you have 
to," shot back Squish. "You'll have 
to turn everything you can into 
value-added just to keep your head 
above the water. 
"And look at the third table. The 
one that shows you will realize a 
20-year profit of over $53-million 
if you cut the timber profile, and 
only $40.4 million if you high 
grade. 
"In the long run. You lose." 
"Well.., Maybe," conceded Jov- 
ial. "But I see things differently." 
Jovial mulled over the three 
tables for a moment before point- 
ing out to Squish that the tables 
indicated a net profit of $17.8 
million in the first five years of 
high grading. 
"That's enough to retire my 
debt," Jovial explained. 
"But what about the next 15 
ignored for the sake of compari- 
son. 
"And the bottom line of $376,164 
for each quarter of the last 15 
years is only an average of a 
downward spiral. In reality, you 
would begin losing money after 
about seven or eight years of oper- 
ation." 
"Hog wash," Jovial scoffed. 
"Look," returned Squish. "I'm 
going to work out a spread sheet 
for you that more closely reflects 
the true bottom •line of ~gh grade 
logging. This will produce a table 
that will clearty demonstrate the 
downfall of the high grade indus- 
try. It will show you what happens 
as the quality of timber declines 
each year, which means higher 
production costs and lumber of 
less •value. 
"And it will show you what 
happens as you have to build 
longer, more difficult roads which 
will also result in higher construc- 
tion costs. A table that will predict, 
quite accurately, just when you can 
expect o start losing money." 
"Herby," Jovial scoffed. "Give it 
up. I like the bottom line for the 
first five years... And like I told 
you. I can always sell this oper- 
ation for a big profit after I retire 
the debt. That means the frith or 
sixth year... The year before you 
say I'!1 start losing money." 
"What if nobody wants to buy it, 
it for myself. After graduation, l quality each 
quickly moved northand took on . increasingly• 
a new identity, living incognito 
ever since. For all I know, old 
science teachers from my home- 
town are hunting me down as 
you read this, prepared to revoke 
my diploma unless I take a scal- 
pel to a sheep's eyeball. I don't 
sleep well at night. 
Meanwhile, across the country, 
families of today's cience stu- 
dents are not enjoying their din- 
ner conversations. An expectant 
silence settles over the roast beef. 
Parents quiver over their plates, 
as they search out "safe" subjects 
for supper discussion. An obnox- 
ious little sibling with a strong 
stomach can blow the entire 
family meal apart with the 
dreaded question: "What did you 
do in school today, Jimmy?" ~__  
Don't ask. 
year and become 
more" difficult "-to 
access .  
But even in the first five years, 
there were problems. Squish 
explained that the larger, older 
trees in the good stands of timber 
contained more heart wood defects 
and that meant a bigger percentage 
of short pieces of lumber. And 
because of this, there would be 
more grade three lumber and many 
of the pieces that were too short o 
go to market were unsuitable for 
Centen------nial Christian School 
operated by the 
TerraceCalvin Christian School Society 
INVITES 
• all present and former 
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• October  3, 1991 
7:30 p.m. 
at 3608 Sparks St., Terrace 
years?" Squish asked. 
..... "Well... It's not all that bad," 
Jovial returned. "I owe nothing, 
and I still-clear $1.5 million a 
year. What's wrong with that?" 
Squish couldn't believe his ears. 
What did he have to do to get this 
man to understand the simple 
truth? Fall a tree on his head? 
"Milton," Squish half pleaded 
half warned. "These tables are 
based on a lot of experience. But 
it's not possible that they can 
reflect he full picture. Everything 
Milton?" Squlsh warned. "People.. 
are getting smarter. First it was the 
Edsel... Now it's people like you. 
And with each corporate disaster, 
the general public gets much 
wiser. 
"Every one will know what 
you're doing, Milton. And it's very 
possible that no one will want to 
buy a business that's certain to 
fail." 
Next week. The forecasted demise 
of Milton ]ovial's logging adven- 
ture. Will he listen and learn ? 
CITY OF TERRACE 
1991 TAX SALE 
Pursuant to Section 457 of the Municipal Act, on the 3Oth day of September 1991 in the 
Council Chambers Of the City of Terrace, at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon, there shall 
be offered for sale by public auction each and every parcel of the real property including • , . . ' :  .~ ~ • 
improvements, upon which any of the taxes are delinquent. 
The following properties have delinquent axes as of September 12, 1991: •. , 
















4625 Goulet Ave. 
4708 Scott Ave. 
#7 -4714 Davis Ave. 
4828 Hwy. 16 West 
4324 Marsh Cres. 
4445-4447 Park Ave. 
4448-4450 Greig Ave. 
4501-4503 Greig Ave. 
2918 Braun St. 
2801 Kenney St. 
5120 Mills Ave. 
5118 Mills Ave. 
2711 Braun St. 
5412 Hwy, i6 
Lot 16 DL 360 PL 6602 
• Lot 17 DL 361 PL 7534 
Lot 9 DL 361 PL 7681 
Lot C DL 362 PL 1919 • 
Lot 3 BLK 1 DL 368 PL 3349 
Lot 7 & 8 BLK 3 DL•369 PL 972 
Lot 24 & 25 BLK 9 DL 369 PL 972 
Lot 14 & 15 BLK 11 DL 369 PL 972 
Lot21 BLK 2 DL 611 PL1992 
Lot B DL 611 PL 7940 
Lot C DL 611 PL 11620 
Lot D DL 615 PL 11620 
Lot 8 DL615 PL 3904 
Lot 3 DL 1745 PL 1016 
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 ockey, good causeatlcebreaker 
eral hundred dollars went 
~e coffers for the third annu- 
~dd Gieselman Memorial 
lreaker' hockey tournament 
Terrace arena on Sept. 14 
~nd. 
er expenses, most of the 
,y donated went to the late 
• tender's young daughter 
~ntha for her future 
ttion. As for the tournament, 
won by the Orangemen. 
! Orangemen and Chiefs both 
ed their five-team round- 
divisions. The final featured 
,,llent early season hockey 
the Orangemen edging out a 
win on a goal by Trevor  
:iry with two minutes left. 
10 teams advanced to a play- 
Unfortunately, the fifth-place 
sion finishers (All Seasons 
Silver Bullets) failed to show 
~or their Sunday morning 
dup, resulting in a double 
tult. 
a the fourth-place battle, 
• m's Auto took out Skeena 
el 11-2. For third-place hon- 
; it was Wee Geordies of Kiti- 
:downing Fraser Lake 5-3. 
rnithers outscored Stewart 5-3 





ach team named a most valu- 
e player; Skeena-  Brent 
;bb; Silver Bullets - -  Joey 
rner; Orangemen - -  Mario 
sjardins; Smithers - -  Jerry 
~tson; Fraser Lake - -  Scott 
Lfeneir; Wee Geordies - -  John 
~ens; Stewart - -  Phil Kassum; 
1 Seasons - -  Barry Heit; 
)rm's Auto - -  Gord Gil l is; 
The Orangemen breezed through the season-opening Todd 
Gieselman Memorial Icebreaker hockey tournament on the 
Chiefs - -  Mike LeBlonde. 
Todd Oieselman's mother ,  
Edith, presented all the awards 
and thanked everyone involved 
for the effort. 
and Gun Club 
losts annual shoot 
["ney held the Hth annual P.I.T.A. trap shootat theTerrace 
0d and Gun Club on Sept. 14 weekend, and although 
tendance was down slightly from last year, chairman Vie Dean 
,ld competition was dose and =e w.eather.m.., an..co,op.,, e_7_te__d-, 
Shooters from the Pacific Northwest won me non s snar~ u= 
~pldes and prize money at this shoot. 
Organizers expressed sincere thanks to. the merchants of 
errace for their continued support, aria to all shooters taking 
art. 
Event winners plus runnersup (with scores) are listed in this 
reek's Scoreboard. 
September 14 weekend to go undefeated in this third annual 
event. They downed the Chiefs 5-4 in the final garneL..__... -
Carruthers top lady golfer 
Debbie Carruthers is the 1991 
Skeena Valley Ladies' Golf Club 
champion. She won the title in 
the 36-hole club championship 
tournament on Sept. 14 weekend. 
The overall ow net crown went 
to Leona Wilcox on a countback. 
Low gross for the championship 
flight went to Liana Long with 
Gall Johnson as runnerup. Lynn 
Cooper placed third. For low net 
it was Linda Hamilton first, Linda 
Juba second, and Helen Williams 
third. 
In the first flight, Sandy Smith 
won low gross followed by Judy 
Lloyd-Jones and Sharon Brewer- 








' I  
Sing your way 
to the top of.the charts 
Come out to Karaoke Night=and sing along ' 
~UBUUy~ O " Jt¢, l iu~ l ia~taL  ¢~, A , ,Ms~- - , - - j -  - r . . . . .  
Join the chorus at George's Pub! 
Northern Motor Inn, 3086 Hwy 16 E., 
Terrace phone 635-6375 
Easyaccess & lots of parking 
BRING IN YOUR EMPTIES/ 
Hours of OPeralion 
Monday to Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
Sunday 11:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
Phone 635- BEER 
• : i •  • • : : 
!! ! i iii!!i i~ i!~i 
~ WATGH FOR OUR ~, , , ,  ~,:~iSi i I ,ii ~ 
i: ~•! (:!i~i• ¸ , 
GRAND OPENING!! 
: i i  :¸  i , 
• ,#  . J  
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At  the summer 's  annual Larry Swanson memorial men's slo- 
pitch softballtoumament, he organization winning and sponsoring 
the event - -  the Tewace Inn - -  made enough money to donate 
$500 to Terrace Minor Hockey. Bob Dempster presented the 
cheque last week to TMH president Brian Hawkins; whi ieteam 
players Darcy and Ritchle Mallett look on. 
. . . 
- . , 
: 
The Scores Are... 
Terrace Youth Soccer Associat ion 
Doub le  Knock-Out  Tournament  
Fdday, Sept. 6 
Olrls's final 
Crampton 2; pizza Hut 0 
Under-10 
Co-op 6, Skeena Sawmills 2 
Shoppers 2, Surveyors 1 
Under-14 
Northern Drugs 4, Sanberry 1 
Saturday, SepL  7 
Under-lO 
Skeena Cellulose 3, A.G.K. 2 
Centennial Lions 3, Carlyle Shepherd 1 
Surveyors 3, Skeena Cellulose 2 
Centennial Lions 2, Skeena Sawmills 1 
: ~- . .~ ,  . - .  
" - ?e ' . .  
:~ :.. 
gilder-12 
Wildwood 11, Finning 7 
Sight & Sound 6, Bandstra 1 
Wildwood 8, Cedadand 3 
Under-14 
Bavadan Inn 6, Overwaitea 0
Sanberry 3, Rotary 2 
Monday, Sept. 9 
Under-10 
Co-op 3, Shoppers 4 
Surveyors 2, Centennial Lions 1 
Under-14 
Northern Drugs 2, Bavarian Inn 0 
Under-16 
Braids 2, Takhar 5 
Tuesday, Sept. 10 .  
Under-12 
Brady's F.C. 2, Finning 4 
Bandstra 4, Cedarland 0 
Under-16 
Takhar 4, Manuel's 7 
wednesday, Sept. 11 
Under-10 
SUrveYors 0, Co-op 7 
Under-14 
Sanberry 5, OvenNaitea 0
Under-16 
Braids 2, Takhar 3 
Thursday, Sept. 12 
Under-12 
Finning 1, Bandstra 3 
Sight & Sound 4, Wildwood 3 
Under-14 
Bavarian Inn 5, Sanberry 4 
. ./:i 
.8  
Prince George journey an 
adventure for hobby stocks 
• their'three (?)hours of sleep; 
Local racers treated well o~or, ono is back at the track, the 
- -  running cars are all out hot-lap- 
- " -  lying on your back in the dirt, win ping. The #44 crew and helpers : 
Contr ibuted by 
Sadie McCallum 
Racing stock cars'-- is it fun? 
Yes, yes, yes....and •sometimes 
more fun than that. ~ 
Where else could you: travel 
over 700 miles, lose days off 
work, spend a small fortune on 
hotels, meals and your car, be  
greasy and dirty most of the time, 
buy and completely rebuild a 
motor in a.couple o f  hours, 
rebuild a transmission at.the track 
Rod and  Gun Club P . IX .A ,  Shoot  
Event #1 - -  16 yards 
Class AA 
Don Ellis (96) " 
Class A • • 
Dave Gramlich (97), Pat B~..e (96), . 
Class B 
Russ Hicks(100), Rollle,Semle, n (98) . .  
ClassC : : : : :  " ' ~ 
John G.ryba (97), Scott Hutchisqn(95) • .- ; , :  
Class D (sh0ot-off). 
Bill Eynon (93), Steve Kuhar. (93) 
Event #2 - -  Handicap 
Long Yardage 
Scott Hutchison (90), Bill Watson (87) 
Short Yardage 
Randy Combs (95), I;:d Horth (93) ..... : 
Event #3- -  Doubles :::~ i• %:: : - :  : 
ClassB : , :. " 
Russ Hicks (91), Bill Watson (88) 
Class C . . . . .  ~: ~' .' " 
RoSe Senden (92), Bill Vantkruis (89) • . . . . .  
Class, D .- 
~Jo~ Schwegler (79), Bill Eyn0n (78) 
Event #4 - -  16 yards 
Class .S.A (shoot-off) 
Dave Gramlich (98), Don Ellis (98) 
Class A (shoot-off) 
Russ Hicks (96), Pat Bare (96) 
Class • (shoot-off) 
Bill Vantkruls (96), Chuck Gregersen (96) 
Class C 
Bill Eynon (97), Scott Hutchison (94) 
Class D 
Gerald White (92), J,D. Hausselman (91) 
Event #5 - -  Handicap 
Long Yardage 
Don Ellis (90), Bill Meurs (88) 
Short Yardage 
RoSe Senden (93), John Gryba (92) 
Event #6 - -  Team Shoot 
Vanderhoor Voyageurs (115), 
(shoot-off) 
Terrace Tomcats (107), Hazelton Hotshots (107) 
Ladies' Trophy (coil flip) 
Brenda McCabe (355), Lucille Robinson (355) 
Sanlor 65 & over - -  Trophy (high overall) 
Wayne Meeds (452), John Jenkins (277) 
Friday, Sept. 13 ---, FINAL 
Under-12; Wildwood, Bandstra 
Under-16; Manuel's, Takhar 
Saturday, Sept. 14 - -  FINALS 
Under-10; Shoppers, Co-op 
Under-12; Sight & Sound 
, Under-14; Northern Drugs 
High overall 
RolIie Senden (467), Ross Hicks (460) 
. . . .  gnGla~-,w "• . 
!ii ~-_ Norman Made (88) ~i:i~iiii~iiiiiiiiil I 
[ • 
. .  . . . . . . . .  . . .  ,h . .  Drn f~.~. ( :mr la l s  at 
A complete  persona l i zed  Agency  464U LOKelSe ~v~,.,  ,.. . . . . .  
HOME-- L IFE - -  FIRE 
ROAT-  BUSINESS 
a trophy and not even officially 
race .  
Four of our local hobby stock 
cars and drivers decided to go to 
Prince George on the Sept. 14 
and 15 weekend to race at their 
track. There was Brant McCarron 
(car #81), Phil Truscott (car #44), 
3amie Kluss (#56) and Don Pear- 
son (#36) from Kitimat. Also in 
attendance as pit crews, spare 
drivers and moral supporters were 
Phil's wife Cherise, Den's wife 
Jeannie, Brent's father Rick, 
Sadie McCallum, Trapper Han- 
son and-wife, Chad S011enback, 
• Albert Webber, Wee Patterson 
and Dawn, 
Special thanks must go to Jamie 
Kluss and his 18-wheeler for the 
classy transportation - - what a 
way tO make an entrance, quite a 
picture as he travelled down the 
highway. 
• When the whole crew arrived at 
the track Saturday, they unloaded 
immediately and got to work with 
grease, oil and wrenches flying in 
all directions. "Working hard" 
should be these fellows• first 
names. Saturday night racing was 
tO be under the lights and on a 
very different rack, a smaller one 
than ours. 
Should make for a very exciting 
night of racing one would think 
•--but wait :-- what is this'?. Lots 
of race cars showing up but no 
• hobby stock class cars -  after a 
brief talk with P.G. race officials 
they find out the hobby stocks 
aren't  on until Sunday! But  
thanks to the P.G. people, we still 
race tonight, exhibition race - -  
the boys from Terrace on their 
own against each other. 
Well, okay, it's better than noth- 
ing and a good chance to really 
test their cars on this new track. 
They're off and racing. But wait, 
what is this? A yellow light at the 
end of grandstand stretch and 
another on the backstretch - - #81 
slows down. Is something the 
matter with his car? The others 
are still flying around the track 
now everyone slows down and 
lines up again ~ what's hap- 
pened? 
The flagman didn't approve of 
the start and so he yellow-lighted 
them for a re-start ~ our guys are 
not used to the electronics and 
light systems. 
This time everyone is tight and 
the race is on --- five laps for a 
trophy dash. When all is done, 
#81 is the winner; he gets the 
checkered flag and the trophy. 
Back in the pits after the race, 
#44 is very unhappy and very 
unlucky ~ he's blown his motor, 
in a new town with new people 
and all - -  well, it's called rally 
round and thank all the people. 
Before you know what's happen- 
ing the offer of motor parts, a 
garage to work in, transportation 
and people - -  how nice and gen- 
erous can you be? This shows the 
sports side of racing. Everyone 
else takes off to sleep - -  our boys 
are monkey wrenching ~ rebuild 
a new motor, work all night so 
you can go racing again on Sun- 
day. 
Early Sunday morning, after 
are putting the motor back in the 
car. Number 81, who burnt up the 
track the night before, doesn't 
seem to be quite the same today. 
Into the pits he comes, starts 
checking it out: worst of luck, 
he's blown the transmission, and 
it's so close to racetime. Guess 
that's it for the day for him. He 
helps the others and tries to hide 
his disappointment and frustra- 
tion. 
This goes on for a while and 
suddenly he's jacking up his car 
and they're getting out  the 
wrenches again and boy, do they 
hustle - -dur ing time trials they 
take out the tranny, take it apart, 
replace broken parts and put it 
back on. One of the P.G. guys let 
him use the parts he needs: "Just 
mail it back to us from Terrace 
when you're done." Number 44 is 
.working great now, #81 is back 
up and running again, and the 
other two Terrace cars are still 
okay. 
They start the bomber class of 
cars racing, first race of the day, 
and after just two laps it starts to 
rain. By lap five the track is so 
slick the cars are sideways, back- 
" wards and in the gravel. Racing is 
tem!~jrarily suspended, there is  a 
meeting of officials and drivers. 
They call the weather station and 
they say it's only going to get 
worse, races are officially called 
o f f - -  doesn't figureH 
We did get to see some really 
exciting racing from the P.G. 
cars. They had  the bombers, 
street class and the modifieds 
running. They had many more 
cars  than our classes and with 
longer races. Trophy dashes were 
divided into six or eight cars 
each, but then everyone on the 
track for the heats (16) laps and 
the main (25) laps. Just to really 
pep things up the girls race in all 
classes, no special 'C' class. And 
the girls win! One of them won a 
heat race and another girl led over 
half the main. 
Boy, do they race - -  it's bump 
and pass supreme. Just call it 
"custom by crunch", three abreast 
and nobody gives an inch, at one 
time they were four abreast, one 
car travelled in the gravel from 
corner three through four and 
down the grandstand stretch, and 
then back on to the track. 
On their shorter, circle track the 
cars stayed much more tightly 
bunched than here, no long 
straight stretches at all and very 
exciting racing for the fans - -  
non-stop bumper-to-bumper, 
fender-to-fender, grinding metal 
and flying sparks, customizing 
metal crunching ~'rom beginning 
to end, The people are helpful. 
generous and gracious, called out 
boys and their crews to introduce 
them to the crowd. 
i can recommend it as an excit- 
ing weekend of racing for anyone 
who is in P.G. on a race weekend. 
Who was it that got the two tick- 
ets driving in downtown P.G., 
and who was it driving the wrong 
way on a one-way street'? Our 
professional stock car drivers. 
Thanks for a great weekend, 
boys. 
I 
Terrace soccer gurls.., , up : Georg , with competition at Pnnce e 
: = Three Terrace Girls' Soccer 
~ ii~ i ~iiii ~
Terrace Youth Soccer Association 
OCTOBER 2, 1991 
teams posted enviable statistics at 
the Prince George house league 
tournament on Sept. 14 weekend. 
Out of 12 games overall, our 
three squads came up with seven 
victories, three ties and 'Gnly tWO 
losses. ' 
' The under-!6 team opened with 
a 2-1 loss to Prince George 
Blackburn, then shaded Quesnel 
2-1 and downed Kitimat 3-1. 
Our under-14's came up with 
two wins, two ties and a loss. 
They Started with a 4-1 win over 
College Heights Number One, 
then played P.G. Hart to a l-all 
draw. In their third match it was~ a
1-1 tie against College Heights 
at  7:30 p.m. ![ Number Two. Next they were 
• blanke(i3-0 by P.G. Lakewood 
Terrace  Public. Library : 
'Door pr i ze -  $50 gift certificate '~ : ~orodof~.n~P.~.Con~ ~4 in their final match.. 
from the Bavarian Inn The under-12 girls went unde- feated in four games. 
z They knocked off Lakewood 5- 
2, blanked College Heights 1-0, 
played Central to a 1-1 draw and 
shutout P.G. Nechako 5-0. 
PARKER PERSPECTIVE 
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.This year's. Terrace Youth Soccer division winners are: (top) 
Co-op, defeating Shoppers Drug Mart 3-2 in the final for Under- 
10; (Centre) Sight and Sound, undefeated in Under-12; and 
(bottom) Northern Drugs, who won the Under-14 division in a 
., ~'shoot-out' against the Bavarian inn team. 
L 
, |..,s" 
,. ~. .~,7 ,~ ~ ~ :  .~ . .~:~, .  .~" -~°~: .  ' , ! . ,  ~;,~ Im . m , , ,~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IdOi~eStilU lhii m0guis oa 'A,O.?.' Ilioh-flylng snowboaMer on 'Stemwheelnr' 
(AHO ALL FOR THE SAME PRICEr 91/92 SEASON PASS RATES ARE THE SAME AS LAST YEAR) 
For an 
individual youth, fewer than 16 
visits. And for families the 
value is even greater: two : 
i parents and two teenagers will / 
pay for their family pass with a i 
, mere 11 ¼ trips to the ski area! ;~, 
(That's the equivalent of i!~ 
"skiing the •weekends" for 
fewer than 6 weeks in a ski ~i i
season estimated to be 20 " 
weeks long.)• 
Buy your Season Pass now at •i 
special Earlybird prices and 
save all winter on your sknng ~ 
fun! 
' Calculakxt using regular day ticket prices' of $27/day  
iN =L" . ; . . I  T .^ DR ~wu~g. ,y  . .o  . . . .  I 
I ~1101"1 I , ,m. / .~  m - • adult $18/dav youth. " ' 
Sporting Goods and Mavodck Mart in Prince Rupert; Kut name has [ ]  . , i~ mountain. Length: ~ . . . . .  lev's Sports and Tony's 
been re-assignee I $SeOrtOc~, 1.14035~ -- ,,r Stem in Kitimat: |,,oo,,.::;,,,;; ,.,'o" • ., W-  ,u . , . , . . , , ,s ,o , , . . , , ,  
I ~ g . . . .  I l~  408m Skill level: ~ Seasons Sporting GoOds 
ommediately upn, in Terrace. Complete " " El high intermediate/ ~ e.a i~ml" t '  and Winterlaad Ski Sports 
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nciai exp"ert ca " .optim' : Fina ,ut/ously , . . . .  
abo.ut direc.tion of Northwest economy 
they're probably very necessary of money. "Your concern is..: 'Am 
"We've had some warn-ngs: around..here 
by Ted Straehan 
Free Trade. (}ST. The recession... 
Skeena Cellulose announces a two 
week closure. Westar says they're 
selling •out. Is the free world as we 
know it coming to an end? 
I f  you're a loyal businessman 
hiding secret concerns, a talk with 
someone like Sandy I-Iighet just 
l I I 
forest industry that these arc very 
real warnings." 
This may not sound like opti- 
mism to you, but according to 
weather it through this time betW.r 
than we were the last time." 
So  we might weather the 
recession. But what about free 
Higher, there's another side to the trade and the GST?. How are the 
Coin. "The mills are efficient," says business community and their 
Highet. "They're well-run, and employees going to weather those 
we're just waiting for a return of concerns? 
the market." And just when might For the answer, says I-Iighet, you 
that be? "Nobody seems to know have to ask decide if you want to 
things... Necessary for the future 
growth of Canada." But, "In tbe 
next 12 to 24 months, they could 
be very painful." 
Higbet admits that 12 to, 24 
months of "pain" is of great con- 
cern to any business trying to keep 
up with payables, receivables and 
the payroll. "You're not worried 
about he next 50 years," he says. 
"You're worded about, 'what 
,I going to survive the next 12 
months?' 
"Given thefact you want to be in 
business," says Highet, "it 
behooves you to learn how to cope 
with these things and to think hard 
about what it means for you. 
"I've been talking to two or three 
busineases in town today," Highet 
explains, "who say, 'Well, l've got 
plans for expansion but l'm going 
that," he says. But ic adds that look at the short-term or long-term happens to me and my company to wait for a few months.' And I 
"bad times" do not appear to be effects. According to I-Iighet: "If today?' Especially if you're a think that's the only sensible atti- 
,~n,,r view is for the next decade, businessman who's borrowed a lot tude." 
headed our way. . !i 
Even though our economy seems 
to lag two years behind that of 
Ontario, and the recession there 
still isn't quite over, there is a big II  
difference between what might 
come tomorrow and the r~ession 
of the early 1970's. il 
"The last recession followed 
upon a decade of really wild 
growth and a lot of lending by the i! 
banks," explains Highet. "But 
everybody got burned so badly 
' after the last one that I think 
everybody learned a few lessons. I 
There hasn't been such wild 
growth. There hasn't been such 
irresponsible l nding. So I think J 
that we are in a position to L Terrace, B.u. . 
might-renew your faith in tic 
system. Highet is the vice-presi- 
dent .of the Federal Business 
Development Bank's B.C./Yukon 
region, and his view Of the world 
is not all that bleak. 
• In general, things seem to be 
goingquite well in the west, says 
Highet. But, he admits: "Obviously 
there are some problems when you 
hear of Fletcher Challenge selling 
out. When you hear of some of the 
temporary mill closures... Obvious- 
ly these are not very good signs. 
"For every big operator like that, 
there are dozens and scores of 
small operators who are dependent 
on these guys operating. So we've 
had some warnings around here.., 
And in the north in particular, 
we've been so dependent on the 
• i Bus 
O~ 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 




3 Straume Ave. 
ace, B.C. 
qADA V8G 2C4 
,-- D 635-9275 
MERC CRUISERS "~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMEMOHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. ?550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
~ 4946 Greig Ave., Terrace 
., • :, • 
EC #1051 
r 
,.E BooY .oP 
6 3 5- 3 9 2 9 ,,~,x~,,d'ig~g"~cs ,~ t,,.,,...., ..~-. ,.¢ 
?:i~i ' 
!:i:! 
SKEEN-~ A BELTING & -I 
RUBBER SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable -- High QualitY 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt .... 
installations, splicing, and repairs. 
vulcanizing and pulley logging 
638.8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638.06~ 
"ERRACE PRE-CUT 
* Hemlock & Cedar Fencing * 
2903 Braun Street, 635-5981 
Terrace, B.C. 
ST R FLOORING BLUE 
B & G CONTRACT FLOORING 
Commercial & Residential 
INSTALLATIONS v~v . . . .  
~.¢r~,% • WORKMANSHIP DAI I~.  u~ ~ Laundromat & Carwash [ OUARANTEED, YEAR r r~.----, • '~e MANUFACTURERS . . . .  - -~ ,~ u -  ~- -~ 
. CONDITIONAL 63U-I"P,U I : -ZO/  
. F- Open 8 :30  - 10 :30  daily GUARANTEE . . . . . . .  , . • n~A~L SALES 4~)~)U L~relg Avenue 
-,-. 71  2701 S. Kalum 635-618tl Dan Lamb ' Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M3 




Weddings John Roders 
Portraits ~L)  
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 













by Mary swift 
• The Resource Centre •of the 
Training and Enterprise Centre, 
or TEC, is "up and running" says 
its coordinator Jo Anne Haworth 
Wakaruk.. 
Wakaruk, hired in April, 1991, 
has been busy acquiring and 
organizing an array of print and 
audio-visual material, all aimed at 
.providing residents of the region 
with business and career develop- 
ment information. She has access 
to both goverriment and private 
industry publications, and can 
direct clients to alternative 
sources of information if neces- 
salT. 
So far, the Resource Centre has 
been used mainly by people 
researching the viability of open- 
ing small businesses in the area. 
Market statistics, population and 
demographic breakdowns, and 
future retail forecasts are some of 
the data sources available to the 
entrepreneur. But not only new 
business owners will benefit from 
research, stresses Wakaruk. A 
great deal of useful "how to" 
information is available to the 
owners and operators of existing 
businesses. The possibilities 
range from "How to Get the Most 
From Your Employees" to "How 
to Cut Inventory Costs". Both 
print material-and videos are 
available. 
Career development is another 
priority of the Resource Centre. It 
contains ififormation on local and 
provincial training programs, pe- 
cific job prospects in the region 
and col lege and university 
entrance requiren~ents for particu- 
lar programs. For those investi- 
gating career options, the 
Resource Centre can provide a 
helpful beginning. 
As one of the organization part- 
nets of the Training and Enter- 
prise Centre, the Resource Centre 
falls under the umbrella of the 
Ministry of Advanced Education, 
Training and Technology. The 
TEC's primary goal is to enhance 
the economic health of the region 
by providing resources, programs 
and services tailored to the needs 
of the regional business commu- 
nity. The Resource Centre is the 
"library" of this educational net- 
work. 
If you have any questions call Jo 
Ann at 638-3211 or drop by the 
Resource Centre. 
. .  ',: P1513 
-. : .  [ t LL 'tUl),,,ll( b 
Local business people in particular and the Terrace public in general are being invited to take 
advantage of the extensive resources available at the Training and Enterprise Centre. J• Ann 
Haworth Wakaruk, coordinator for TEC, says the centre's goal is to enhance the economic health 
of the Northwest. 
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(A ONI|ION OF I.ACIOI! tllOU~lll|| LTO.) 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial 
Electronic EquiPment 
635-5134 ,~ , ,  Lakelse, Terrace 
COMIC BOOg$ FOR ALL AGES! 
- I COMIC EN'CbUNTERS" ~ ~  4609 Lazelle Ave. -( 
Terrace 638-7293 :, .~':' . ; ,  
lte.._',::~._Pmn•llltl,ll¢~ 3 ." . . .~ . .~"  
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry Renovations 
"'No Job.too Small" 
Seniors l~ates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 ' 
Malcolm Simons 
Ph.  ' 635-7724 
GREENING TOURS LTD. 
CUSTOMIZED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS 
2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 
Terrace British Columbia 
Canada V8G 4V2 
Beverley Greening,,Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
Fax (604) 638-8991 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
DESIGN --  INSTALLATION 
M/~INTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL -- RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
3923 ~mpeon Cres 
Terrace. B.C. 
SU PPLi I=:R GARMI:: NTS 
GRAP ICS~CI~EEN PRINTS 
5031 KEITH AVENUE 635-7731 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Ch l ln l lWl  
Snowmobiles • Madne Supplies 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES * LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
Thornhill E ectric 
3532 Old Lakelse. Lake Dr. ~/~1 
Terrace ph.635-9787 .~  
specializing in . ~ 
residential & 
commercial wiring ~ ~  
Re 8. #16984 Rlok MoCarron, ownwtmenqw 
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
A uto Glass Specialists 












"If you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  i f  not . . ,  tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 . . . . . .  
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av•  
i ; ii:i~ ~% 
YOUR DECOR 
. LIGHTING RXTURES 
. WINDOW 
"k CARPET COVERINGS 
,k VINYL . HARDWOODS 
. CERAMICS , WALLPAPER 
. AREA RUGS , PAINT- 
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL 
FREE ESTIMATES 
TERRAC E CARPET CENTRE LTD. ! 
6 3 5 - 2 9 7 6  
3202 MUNROE ST., TERRACE (AT HWY. 1 W.) 
• v j VOr  u m~Ip , ' -¢ -  
• : •. ~i • • 
THE SKEENA COLD BEER & WiNE STORE is now officially open for business with clerks 
Tanis Sutherland and Bernadine Drake smilingly awaiting to serve you. This brand new 
facility is one giant step in the current beautification of Greig Avenue EaRL 
Telkwa Roofing 
& Sheet Metal Ltd. 
SERVING THE NORTH 
SINCE 1962 
MEMBER OF THE 
R.C.A.B.C. & C.R.C.A. 
"The Firm Between You & The Weather" 
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL 
• Built-up Roofing 
• 2 Ply Modified System 
• Single Ply Membranes 
• Asphalt Shingles 
• Shakes 
• 5 Inch Continuous Gutters 
• Minor Repairs 
Ron Lewis - Residence 635-6543 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
SITE 19, COMP. 3, R.R. 3, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4R6 
I PHONE FAX " SHOP 2 4,11. 5.3, 9,11635. .04 
. , . . , . , , vEt  - CO.T,,C, c,,s.. .o 




KALuM LAKE-RD~I P_o~ B--~- 5-~, T-EFIR-/~CE 
i , , . ,  . 
• Skeena Concrete Products  
A DIVIIRON OF EAR?END HOLDINO$ LTD. 
' 16-388477 - 
-.,The new Skecna Beer & Wine . CONCRETE PRODUCTS • SEPT¢ TANKS 
~rc  is now~bfficially :ol~n'for : ~~ ~.~ • MANHOLES • CURBS 
~usiness, effective September ~ , ~  • PATIO SLABS' 
14. The Beer & Wine Store is • CONCRETE PAVING STONES 
CONSTRUCTION sUPPLIES 
"the cu lminat ion  o f  all o f  our  QUALITY CONTROLLED READY MIXED CONCRETE 
expansion," says co-owner Fred 635 3936] 
Kovits. Brothers Fred Kovits ,. 
and Norm Zloldikovits have i (eAx)e3s4171 
owned the Skeena Hotel since REAOV MITE0 , :. : : ~ CONCRETE " DRIVEWAY 
1974. They recently completed ~ SAND & GRAVEL CRUSH 
~: ~ .... DRAIN ROCK SCREENED TOP SOIL 
redecorating Cheers restaurant, 
the Skeena Pub and the exterior 
of the Skeena Hotel. m.ANr  ADDRess :  
37S1 OLD LAKELSE LAKE DRIVE. (THORNHILL) TERRACE 
Fred now lives in Vernon;  ,0 .  m,¢ ,=, ,  =~=, , ,=-~vs  ~TO. 
Norm is the on-site manager of MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. BOX lo=o, vso 4Vl 
the Skeena Hotel and Bob Bee, 
a resident of Terrace since 
1974, is the new manager of 
the Skeena Beer & Wine Store. 
Construction of the Beer & nr l  
Wine Store was begun in April Terrace Electric a,,,, Heating 
of this year by Norcan Con- I 4~,,l 
straction, a relatively new con- LLM, 
tracting firm in Terrace with "Serving the Terrace area for over 25 years" 
head offices in Prince George. 
Fred says ninety percent of the 
subcontractors were local and Indust r ia l  Commerc ia l  Res ident ia l  
the majority of materials.were/ I.A., 
bought locally. Class _ _  ElOctricallContractors 
The new Beer & Wine Store 
will be open 9 a.m.- 11 p.m. 
Monday through Saturday and 
11 to 11 on Sundays, year- : :: , j .~ , r~t .Mn, t , r~  " " " '  " ' " " " "  . 
round except Christmas and 
New Year's Days. It carries a 
variety of local and imported 
beers, wnnes,ciders and coolers, Phone  638-8406 - -  Fax  638-8407 
as well as an array of 4908 Lambly Avenuel 
sportswear, mixes and snacks. Ter race ,  B.C. 
The Skeena Beer & Wine store V8G 4N5 
welcomes the return of empties, ~ .: 
Kovils advertises proudly,",Wc ~ :~ . . . .  , ,.,, "..,, i,~ , .. : ! '  
have lots of parking, easy .... 
access and friendly staff, Try us , 
, . . . . .  oat , ,  , , , - . . . . -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .... . : . ,  ......... ~.. • . . . . . .  • . 
CEMENT 
CONCRETE BLOCKS 
MASONRY MATERIALS i " i 
RBNFORCIN6 STEEL 
SANDBLASTING SAND • 
CONGRATULATIONS 
i~:' We - .,,.. a r e  
?'~" =i,' ' 
proud to i -~ :-~',.- 





Good Luck, Best Wishes 
Thank you for allowing 
us to supply your 
promotional clothing. 
PRO~I~ WEAR 
7811.  l lS th  Street 
Delta, B.C. V4C 5N2 
Tel. 572-9898 Fax. 572-9899 
Acklands 
Limited 
We are proud to have 
suppl ied all metal-doors, , .  
fi'mnes, washroom acces- 
sor ies  and f in i sh ing  
hardware used on the 
Skeena Cold Beer and 
Wine Store. 
Aeklands Limited " " ~ '  " 
Builders Hardware Divis ion 
945 - 2nd Avenue 
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. . -  
Alarm 
• sys tems 
,o,~,c,,,o,,,c. -,o~,,.~,,, 638-0241 
SKEENA ENTERPRISES 
on the completion of 
your new Skeena Cold 
Beer and Wine Store. 
We are pleased that 
we were chosen as a 




3207 Munroe St. Terrace 635-6273 
Norcan Construction -83 Inc. has, 
successfully completed its second 
major commercial project of 1991, 
the Skcena Cold Beer and Wine 
Store on Greig Ave. Their first 
project was the new Kentucky 
Fried Chicken premises on Lakelsc 
Ave. 
Estimator Damn Chevalier 
points out that the co-operation on 
their most recent project was ex- 
cellent! They finished the Skeena 
Beer and Wine Store three weeks 
ahead of schedule because, Cheva- 
lier commends, "Our site foreman, 
Jerome Auriat, was on the ball." 
On this almost half-a-million- 
dollar job, every sub-contractor 
was-local. Only three suppliers 
were from Prince George. "We 
prefer to Work with local sub-con- 
tractors," explains Chevalier, "The 
work gets done on time, the subs 
are more available and it's a 
smoother operation." 
Norcan was established in Prince 
George in 1964 by Erhard .linger 
from Germany. Current owner and 
president, Peter Crolow, started 
with them in late 1964 as a car- 
penter. In 1983, Crolow became a
partner in the company. In 1990, 
Unger retired and Peter Crolow 
became sole owner. 
Darren Chevalier was hired as 
estimator in the fall of 1989. He 
had been raised in Prince George, 
graduated from BCIT, and then 
returned to the north to work for 
Norcan, estimating, arranging sub- 
contractors, and supervising jobs 
from the office in co-operation 
with the site foreman. 
Terrace is the area that Norcan is' 
focusing on for the future. They've 
already set up locally at 635-7555 
and Damn or Peter will fly or 
drive out to discuss projects with 
prospective clients. During con- 
struction, they visit the projects hi, 
weekly to review the job with the 
owner and the site foreman, in 
addition to maintaining telephone 
contact. 
Norcan is a building contractor 
for renovations or new construc- 
tion of commercial and industrial 
buildings including warehouses, 
retail and office 'fit-ups'. If 
enough local bids are successful, 
we can expect Non:an Construc- 












doors and frames 
for the new 
Skeena Cold 
Beer & Wine 
Store. 
18 Terrace Rev iew - -  Wednesday, September 25, 1991 
THANKS 
The Skeena Cold Beer and Wine 
Store and the owners, Skeena 
Enterprises, salute the contractors 
.and subcontractors whose 
dedication and craftsmanship in 
their areas of expertise have 
brough! the project in three weeks 
ahead of schedule and added an 
attractive, solidly built and 
functional new business to the 
community of Terrace; 
• ACKLANDS LTD. 
• ALTEX DRIWALL 
• MEL'S PAINTING 
• YOUR DECOR 
• TERRACE ELECTRIC 
& HEATING 
• DAVE'S PLUMBING & 
HEATING (1984) LTD. 
, COMPLETE DRY WALL 
SERVICE 
" STEEL STUDS 
• MOVABLE PARTITI )NS 






4378 Oueensway, Terrace 
CON GRA TULA T IONS!  . : 
" .... Skeena"Ente rises 
on the successful .. 
completion of your 
new store. ,. ...... i 





. ~ ~  for this projecL 
. . .  • 
for all your office or stationery needs, 
call 
Pi::71HT[I S a SIflTIOHEITS 
4554 Laze l le  Ave., Terrace • te l .635-7181 
• ALL WEST GLASS 
• TERRACE BUILDERS 
CENTRE . .  ' 
• SKEENA CONCRETE 
PRODUCTS 
• VALU FOOD 
EQUIPMENT 
• LAPOINTE • 
ENGINEERING : 
LTD.  
" i  
.FAR-KO 
CONTRACTING 
• PRINCE GEORGE 
STEEL . 
• KTS MILLWORK PLUS 
LTD. 












"lf  t's 
steel" 
,. it's 
r~ PRINCE GEORGE 
STEEL LTD. 
P.O.Box 2215, 315 Ongman Rd. 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 2J8 
Tel. 562-5025 Fax. 562-5082 
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~ Lapointe Engineering Ltd. 
322 Industrial Aveflue,Kl~mat~ B.C, VSC 2E9.TeL 639-9252.Fax 639-9255 
Congratulations, 
Skeena Enterpr ises!  
We are proud to 
have been chosen 
as your 
structural engineers 
- ~! L 
. . . . .  ~and consultants 
• Good luck 




on the completion 
of your new 
Skeena Cold Beer 
and 
Wine Store. -, , • • 
All the mechanica l  
services on this project 
suppl ied by; 
Dave's Plumbing.& Heating (1984) Ltd. 
INDUSTRIAL • COMMERCIAL RE;SIDENlrlAL 







RESIDENTIAL  - COMMERCIAL  
- INDUSTRIAL  
Interior- Exterior Painting 
Paperhanging 
Quality Workmanshif~ 
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the opening of their on 
NEW-COLD BEER & WINE STORE 
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" I" ~' "'I i ' ' '  Nort est Arts And ' workshop Terrace 
I "  I " ~ . . ]  I .Noted  artist to teach 
: " n • I 
I En|er  nment Calendar I '  I: Contributed by  program of high calibre visual art 
• • Judith O'Keeffe 'and design instruction i  the Ter- 
• i Rick Cuff, noted Bumaby,.artist race area and throughout the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
• Sept.26, 8 p.m. Vancouver Symphony Orchestra 
.-Oct.5, 2 p.m.,-- Murray Hatfield, Magician, 
: presented by the Terrace Kinsmen 
• The Terrace Inn 
• Gigi's - -  Hot Pursuit (Top 40) 
Northern Motor Inn 
• George's Pub --Harvest Moon until Sept.28 
Sept.29 - Oct .19-  Ned Rebel with Reg Alexan( 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
• Every Monday and Wednesday - -  Darts 
Thornhill Neighbourhood Pub 
• Sept. 27 & 28 Naught 4 Hire 
Terrace Public Art Gallery . . . . .  
Oct.4-  Oct.25 - -  Don Weir paintings on'exhibit i 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
• Until Sept.28-- A Family Collection highlights the creative impulses of the 
Sluyter Family in needlework pictures, hand-crafted model b0ats and 
carved cookie molds. 
Emily cart College of Art and 
.' Design (ECCAD) Outreach Pro- 
gram.: 
Cuff will teach up to 20 partici- 
pants, provided a minimum of 12 
people are enrolled by Oct. 2. 
Beginners and those with an 
established interest in graphic 
design will be welcome. Shawn 
Kerienke of Terrace Parks and 
Recreation is responsible for reg- 
istration and workshop location, 
and earl be reached at 638-4750 
for information. 
We hope many people in Ter- 
• race will take this opportunity to 
experience a graphic design 
workshop with Rick Cuff. The 
occasion is part of our continuing 
commitment to provide a varied 
and teacher, will •visit• Terrace province. 
Oct. 12 and. 13 to conduct a spe,- ' ECCAD arranges some 70 visu, 
eial graphic design workshop fo r  al arts workshops around B.C: 
area residents, sponsored by Ter-., each yea~ :ht the reciuest of local 
race Parks and Recreation and the sponsors like Terrace Parks. and 
Recreation. Any community 
group or individual may apply to 
host a workshop, to be taught by 
one of some 90 professional 
artist-teachers available through 
ECCAD. 
ECCAD's mandate to provide 
access to professional visual art 
and design instruction to all 
British Columbians includes ev- 
eral other services. An Artist-in- 
Residence program will bring 
professional instruction to the 
community for a one-week period 
or longer. Pre-Art-College pro- 
grams are available by sPecie! 
arrangement. And visual arts tele- 
courses are offered across the 
province through facilities of the 
• Knowledge Network. 
" ' lumnS onsoredB : B R A V O  Th is  Co  • p Y _ " . 
~ As local corporate sponsor of the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, we would like to 
congratulate the. Terrace Concert Societ.y and the 
Terrace & District Arts Council for continuing to 
make quality entertainment available to us in the  
• Terrace area. 
We are happyto be apart of that endeavour and 
sincerely hopethe community enjoys the concert. I 
• , 'e  ~' '_Jzaehm.a: c::~octahon [ 
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• Kitchen--This is a common type of shower because 
the gifts have such awide range of prices, from a 
potholder to a set of knives. 
• Bathroom--GLPm can be anything from towels to 
decorations to special soaps. 
• Pantry--Gifts can be extravagant gourmet or essen- 
tial and practical. 
• Recipes and Ingredients--Guests give anything 
from a special herb to an appropriate mold-or cooking 
utensil. 
• Paper  Goods--There are numerous ~ ideas for 
this shower: napkins, paper towels, stationery, etc. 
• Round-the-Clock--Each guest is assigned a differ- 
ent hour of the dayor night. The bride opens the gifm 
in order of time--starting with wake-up time. 
• Closet Aeeessor ie~i t ts  can range from supplies 
for the linen closet o cleaning supplies for the storage 
closet. , 
• Pots & Pans--This is agreat way for the couple to 
get a complete set of pets and pans. Each guest brings 
one piece. , 
' Linens---This hower is a fun way tostock up the 
couple's linen closet.Be sure to include the couple's 
• dolOrs and style preferences on the invitation. 
• Lingerie'.This is more of a personal shower for the 
bride. These .are the most fun with good friends. 
• Crystal or China--Each guest brings one piece, and 
the couple ends up with a very nice collection." 
II 635"6312. . .  gl~'it[l:l~*. "a 3237 Kolum St. I ~,i~. ' . .  O;c 
II Flowerland-. ~-  
II ' =1~)~ .20% off floral & *~."  
U * '¢~. decorating pkgs. booked ~ ~J  
]l , ". ~" at Bridal Show "l~.'.~_ 
11 .~'I~ ~ .Spectacular, exciting ..lm~'1~ 
IJ balloon designs &ideas rJ * 
II .unique floral bouquet designs 
IJ . .profeulonal & friendly sen/ice 








(NC)--A wedding cake is not axable 
because it is larger than a single 
.~ ring. But if it is bought from a 
¢ ring company which will also 
dy the meals at the wedding 
r )tion, the cost of the cake must be 
i ized separately b the company in
order to be tax free. If the company 
supplied the cake and the meals and 
did not list them separately, everything 
would be taxed, even the cake, 
The cake would also be taxable if it 
were purchased already cut up into 
individually wrapped single servings. 
For more information  how the 
GST affects prices, call the GST 
Consumer Information Office toll 
free at 1-800-668-2122. 
Honor  and  Best  
Man: Thei r .  
Spec ia l  Dut ies  
Apart from the bride and 
groom, no two people .play 
a more important part in 
the wedding than the 
maid or matron of honor 
and the best man. 
This honor attendant is
indispensable to the bride 
throughout the wedding. 
At the altar, she.adjusts 
the veil and train, holds 
the bouquet during the 
ceremony and lifts back 
be  veil at the close of the 
ceremony. She is one of 
the two witnesses who 
sign the marriage certifi- 
cate, She usually helps the 
bride dress for the wed- 
ding, and sees to it that 
the bridesmaids are 
dressed and ready on 
time. She is the bride's 
lady-in-wait ing in all 
details. 
When it i~ time for the 
newlyweds to leave the 
recept ion to dress for 
going away, the maid of 
honor helps the bride 
change, sees that the lug- 
gage is delivered to the 
best man, and checks on 
any last-minute details. 
The groom usually 
chooses as his best man 
his brother, a cousin or a 
close friend. In some 
cases, the best man may 
be the groom.'s father or 
favorite uncle. 
The best man attends 
the rehearsal and briefs 
ushers on special seating 
arrangements for' wedding 
guests. On the day of the 
wedding, he takes charge 
of the wedding ring for the 
bride. If a ring bearer is 
used, the best man helps 
him with his duties at the 
altar. 
The best man helps the 
groom pack and. dress for 
the wedding, then accom- 
panies him to the church a 
half-hour before the cere- 
mony is to take place, 
remaining in the vestry 
until the -wedd ing  march 
begins. He checks on the 
marriage license and sees 
that the groom has it with 
him before he leaves for 
the church. He secures the 
clergyman's fee from the 
groom and gives it to the 
minister. 
He is the first to toast 
the bride and groom at the 
reception. He has the 
groom's car ready at the 
right moment  and after 
assists the couple in a safe 
getaway. 6354O86 
Enter our Bridal 
E__J 
The Mutual Group 
Facing Tomorrow 
Together  " " 
See us at Bridal Party "91 
OR call Francis sabine 
in the Skeena Mail 
at 635-2387 
I l I I II I I I I I I  I 
BEAUTY bye"  
• t~t  
Skin Care and Makeup Omsultant 
I 
For a complimentary skin care and makeup consultation 
Plea~ mR[ (604) 63~Z.~4 
P.O. Box 45, 3609 Larch Ave. Terrace 
Ashbury's 
"THE FINISHINGTOUCH" 
For all your  gift-giving needs! 
4607 Lakelse Ave. i 
Terrace 
Phone 635-5884 Fax 635-6223 
i i , . . . . . . . . . . .  
Bridal Party "91@ 
Thursday, Sept.Z6 
Thornhill Community Centre. 
Doors open at 6 p.m. 
• D isp lays  
-Gi f ts  
• Wedd ing  p lanners  
• Fash ion  Show 
to make your  day 
Uniquely Yours! 
• TR IP  FOR 2 
TO SAN FRANCISO 
compl iments  o f  
Canad ian  Air l ines 
• Cater ing by  
Cromarty & Co. 
SPONSORS INCLUD 
• Uniquely Yours 
• Heather's Balloon Magi • . ¢,n~.-,~-",,>~,v ~ Mary Kay Cosmetics | 
• No .hem Computer [ I! ~ :  
Terrace Furmture Mart ~ . ,~y , .~  ~,,,p~,'~ 
• Ashbury's 
• Mutual Life of Canada 
• Canadian Airlines 
• Crom arty & Co Caterers = 
• Dan's  Musical  Varieties 
• Custom Video "~.  
• Gemma's  Bed, Bath & Kitchen Bout ique 
• Sugar 'n Lace Wedding Cakes 







Welc°me Wag°n's Brldal Party J Terrace Review 
is brought o you, in part, 
o .  o, o_  CanadiJ n sponsors .  ~ 
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THEY DON'T BUILD 'EM LIKE THEY USED TO. Terrace pilot Ron Stewart recently 
finished work on this vintage Stinson 108 airplane and is now flying all over the north in it. 
Local. flier renovates 
class,c Stinson a, rcraft 
by Sheena Falconer 
Terrace resident Ron Stewart is 
the proud owner of a newly reno- 
vated Stinson 108 aircraft. He has 
done almost all of the work him- 
self, including patching the wings, 
painting, renewing the fabric, 
insulating and redoing the interior. 
He has a private airstrip, enabling 
him to do the work on his own 
time. He says •he likes having the 
always been built with safety in 
mind, and are acclaimed 
worldwide for their uggedness and 
safety. 
CORRECTION:  In an advertisement carded in the Sept .  11, 
1991 issue of the Terrace Review on page A5, it was stated that 
Max Muff• qualified to win a $1,000 prize from Lennox by 
purchasing a furnace and installation from Acadia Heating. Mr. 
Muf f  in fact purchased an air conditioning unit, not a furnace. 
. ,~' .  i~ J  : 
hatever you Wear " 
onlv 
25 
I I I  
VERYDAY IS 
SHIRT LAUNDRY DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton or poly blend shirt 
Richards  
on Emerson  
THE DRYC!,EANER & SHIRT LAUNDRY,, 
Swing in to our DRIVE THRU 
Richards Cleaners 
3223 Emerson St. 
Terrace - 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p .m.~ Monday to Friday ] 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday ( 
Phone: 635-5119 
private strip, because when he 
comes home from a long flight he 
just has to walk up to the house, 
without commuting from the air- 
port. 
This airplane started out as a 
mail .plane, servicing remote 
interior regions like Ouesnel and 
Anaheim. It has been owned by 
several people in the Terrace area 
and was once flown across Canada 
by the famous Willard Webb. The 
plane touched down in Charlotte- 
town, Oshawa and Peterborough 
during the eastern portion of its 
flight. Stewart bought the plane 
with a partner in 1980 and then 
proceeded tostrip it down. Now it 
is ready to take to the skies again. 
Stir=ore were developed by 
Eddie Stinson and his company in 
1929 to meet the need for a rug- 
ged, reliable plane. Eddie Stinson 
was the first aviator to recognize 
the necessity for brakes, and he 
was laughed at for his ideas. F~n- 
gincers of the time were very 
sceptical of the idea of brakes on 
an airplane. They were convinced 
that as soon as the brakes were 
applied, the plane would do a 
nescover. Stir=on proved them 
wrong by building the first air- 
plane with brakes. He also devel- 
oped the parking brake, after an 
incident involving his plane and a 
hot dog stand. His airplane had 
stalled, and Stinson had asked a 
friend of his to throttle the airplane 
up and then lose power, so he 
could discover what was wrong. 
The friend mistakenly applied the 
power and kept it on, causing the 
plane to zoom down the runway 
and crash into a hot dog stand. 
Stir=on became the rueful owner 
of a collapsed hot dog stand, but 
also learned a valuable lesson, 
which the rest of the industry 
followed. Stinson aircraft have 
"~ , ' "~;  . . . . . . . .  ~ ' "  '~i " 
COMING EVENTS 
Our Coming Events column is a public service offered by the Terrace 
Review. Deadline is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be mailed in 
or dropped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed or in legible 
writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available from 
the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of Aldsley Street 
and Lakelse Avenue, eacll Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Month  of September - -  The Terrace Arthritis Society will begin their door- 
to-door canvassing during the month of September. The Society needs vol- 
unteers to help make this event a success. For more information, please 
call Mary at 635-2577. 
The SPCA wishes to establish a branch in Terrace. Interested persons 
please phone Lonna at 635-3826 ' 
Wednesday, Sept. 25 - -  Story Hour for three- to five-year-01ds tarts again 
at the Christian Reformed Church from 9:30 to 11 a.m. They will enjoy Bible 
stories, songs, games and crafts. The coffee pot is on and you are invited 
to another season of Coffee Break Bible Study from 9:30 to 11 a.m. 
Nursery is available for two.year-olds, three- to five-year-olds may enjoy 
our Story Hour. 
Friday, Sept. 27 - Support group meeting for persons •suffering from M.E. 
(Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), also known as C.F.I.D.S. (Chronic Fatigue 
and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome) at 7:30 p.m. in the downstairs meeting 
room of the Terrace Public Library. For more information, please contact 
Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
Sept. 27 and 30 - -  Skeena Health Unit will be holding influenza vaccina- 
tion clinics. The flu vaccine is available to certain groups at no cost. Annual 
vaccination is recommended for adults or children with chronic lung or heart 
disease, or other chronic conditions such as cancer, immune system disor- 
ders or diabetes. It is also recommended for persons over 65 years of age. 
Vaccination in the fall may provide protection for the upcoming "flu" season. 
Please call 638-3310 for an appointment. 
Tuesday, Oct. 1 m Project Literacy Terrace will hold its annual general 
meeting at 7 p.m. at "The Reading Place", 4722 Lakelse Ave. We are look- 
ing for new members. Tutors, learners, or anyone interested in literacy, this 
is your chance to get invoIvedl You are urged to attend. If you would like 
more information; please call "The Reading Place" at 635-3381. 
Tuesday, Oct. 1 m The Terrace Breastfeeding Support Group will hold its 
monthly meeting in the education room of Mills Memorial Hospital at 8 p.m. 
Maaureen Fox, who teaches Developmental Psychology at NWCC, will 
give a short lecture followed by a general question period. Everyone wel- 
come. Refreshments served. 
Wednesday, Oct. 2 - -  Homebased business meeting at 7:30 p.m. at Gim's 
Restaurant. Topic: HBB Trades Fair. All newcomers welcome. Phone 
635-9415 for further information. 
Wednesday, Oct. 2 - Terrace Youth Soccer Assoc. annual general meet- 
ing at 7:30 p.m. in the public library basement. Door pdze will be a $50 gift 
certificate from the Bavarian Inn. 
Wednesday, Oct. 2 - -  The Terrace Little Theatre will hold a general meet- 
ing at the McColi Playhouse, 3625 Kalum Street, at 7:30 p.m. New to the- 
atre? JOIN US! Call 638-1215 or 635-2942 for information. 
Wednesday, Oct. 2 - -  Pioneer Kids Club, atges six to nine, starts at 6:30 
p.m. at the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly. There is a registration fee. For 
more Information, call 635-2434 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. or 
Lawrence Bennett at 635-6859 after 6 p.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 2 - -  Junior Youth Group, ages one to 12, starts at 6:60 
p.m. at the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly. Registration is free. For more 
information, call 635-2423 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. or Doug Bork 
at 635-7434 after 6 p.m. 
October 5 to 26 - -  The Terrace Art Association presents Don Weir in a 
one-man show at the Terrace Art Gallery. Let Den's oil paianatings lead 
you into the fall weatherwith a flurry of colourl 
Monday,  Oct. 7 - -  The annual general meeting of the Terrace Pipes and 
Drums will take place at the Kin Hut at 7:30 p.m. New members, whether 
you can play or not, are welcome. 
Monday, ee l  7 - -  The Lake!se Community Association will hold its next 
general meeting at 8 p.m. at Mount Layton Hotsprings. Please note the 
change of date for this meeting. For information, phone 798-2449. 
Monday, Oct. 7 - -  Notice of annual general meeting of the Terrace Art 
Association at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Art Gallery'(basement of the 
library). Agenda; information of the 1991-1992 show line-up, discussion of 
funding options and election of officers for the 1991-1992 year. Come out 
and help your local gallery. Become a member and get invited to all the 
openingsl 
Tuesday, Oct. 8 - -  A Youth Diabetic Clinic will be held at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. A doctor's referral is required for the Clinic. For further informa- 
tion, call Mills Memorial Hospital Dietitian Joan Marr at 638-4050. 
Tuesday,  Oct. 22 - -  A one-day refresher for insulin dependant diabetics 
will be held at Mills Memorial Hospital. A doctor's referral is required for the 
Clinics. Phone ,Joan Marr, Dietitian, at 638-4050 for further information. 
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+Sm all..bu.rs++iness awy s'ubje+ct of course 
The Terrace Business Develop- nesses, as identified by the Terrace ator of a small business that is what you heed to know to run a 
ment Program was introducedto and District Chamber of Com- 
participants two weeks ago when merce. Funding for the program 
representatives of 22 local busi- comes from the Canada Employ- 
nesses met at an informal gather-• ment Centre Job Skills Program. 
ing to learn what was in store for . According to program facilitator 
them over the next 10 months. Doug Smith, there are a few seats 
The pmgram, which will examine left in the program just launched, 
a number of the management skills and if there is enough interest, a 
required for a small business to new program, perhaps aimed at a 
survive, was designed by the Fed- different segment of the business 
eral Business Development Bank community, could he held at a 
and offers, course .material specific later date. 
to the needs of local small busi- Anyone who is the owner-oper- 
already successful may not see the 
need for the course. Sandy Highet, 
vice-president of FBDB's B.C.- 
Yukon region, explains why the 
course may be useful to people 
who might hink they already have 
all the skills they need. 
"Small business i s  a very 
dynamic area," says Highet. "There 
are constant changes, and as the 
economy gets a little less buoyant 
there's more need to be alert to - 
what's going on, to know 
business. 
"Often, businessmen will start 
with nothing more than enterprise 
and energy and not a great deal of 
expertise. And then suddenly find 
out they need to know something 
about beokkeeping, taxes, handling 
employees, marketing, salesman- 
. ship, GST...And all of a sudden, 
it,s no longer fun to have your 
own boutique, or your own book 
store, or your own garage. There 
are a whole lot of other things you 
THE NDP SAID IT WAS 
TIME FOR A CHANGE IN ONTARIO. 
F4VR W£ IA/-[--I AT I-I A PPV.NIRD_ 
Bill Stratas, Photographer, Toronto 
f | l  think the NDP is resulting in 
highertaxes. It's outrageous 
and they don't seem to want to 
do anything about it.9~t 
Phyllis Kotzer, Working Mother 
Richmond Hill 
|f...the NDP government have 
been to date an unmitigated 
disaster. Every piece of NDP 
legislation will just drive 
• business out of Ontario.9 9 
Gerry Meinzer, Businessman 
Ontario 
| fThe NDP with this 9.7 billion 
dollar deficit is going to seriously 
effect the future of our young 
people. Free enterprise creates 
jobs, not governments.9~l 
Jack McGee, Businessman 
Peterborough 
| falter the election, I was 
surprised. They became very 
radical J9 
Leslie McMillan ~ ~ 
Unemployed ' " 
Bailieborough, Ontario 
i 
l;fl feel the NDP government 
only wants to represent certain 
labour groups and unions. I, and 
most of my friends who are 
students, feel like we've been 
shafted by the NDPi ~I~1 
Tim Evans, Ontario Student 
f (The burden is really going to 
be on those young children who 
are going to have to carry the 
debt load down the roadJ~l 
Mary-Jane Smith, Unemployed 
ELECTA RITA JOHNSTON GOVERNMENT. 
. .,+B,C..CAN, T  FORD . 
THE! E :MIS EONTARIOMADE 
I'aid fi~r t,y the B.C. Social Credit Party. 
have to know. And that'~ import- 
ant. 
"The successful small business 
operator is a guy who is familiar 
with all these areas himself. He. 
may employ people to help. him, 
but he's the bess and he. needs to 
know what-he needs from these 
people. He has to master those 
things." 
Some businesses may fail 
because an entrepreneur doesn't 
appreciate the need to keep apace 
of what is happening around him. 
Being unable, for example, to 
analyze a financial statement or 
not realizing that an inventory 
turn-over only once every three 
months is the kiss of death. 
But I-Iighet directs atiention to 
another segment of the business 
community who should be seeking 
training as well: the entrepreneur 
of tomorrow. Some may plunge 
blindly into the business world and 
soon find their brainchild an unex- 
pected chore, while others may 
never try because the apparent 
complexities and risks seem over- 
whelming. 
The key to success in both cases, 
though, says Highet, is education. 
Education offers the advantage of
allowing the budding businessman 
to go into business fully aware of 
what to expect. There is less un- 
certainty of the future, and more of 
the tools to deal with particular 
situations. 
In the final analysis, though, for 
those who are already operating a 
business or those who are thinking 
.of starting one tomorrow, the 
ability to learn and adapt may be 
the most valuable skill. 
• "I think businessmen will prob- 
ably pass through five major 
phases in the lifetime of their 
business," says .Highet, "and 
they've got to stay abreast. If 
you're going to be in business 
you've got to be willing to keep 
learning and  roll with the 
punches." 
The current Business Develop- 
ment Program includes topics like 
team work, motivating employees, 
debt collection, advertising and 
promotion, customer service, 
labour standards, time management 
and productivity, and negotiation. 
The first workshop, held on Sept. 
18;+ assisted business to attain 
excellence. Presenter Ed Tacka- 
berry set the groundwork for the 
lO-month series, touching on  
everything from defining business 
success to creating a business 
• ~'redo ~that works. Each workshop. 
: ~ .fol!owed by a seminar to discuss 
the: material covered. The next 
seminar called Teamwork, will be 
presented at the Terrace Inn Oct. 
9. Business advisor Doug Smith, 
will also visit each business peri- 
ndically to see how well each 
businesspemon is able to utilize the. 
new concepts and techniques. 
If you don't know: 
what's going on, 
things go on 
without you. 
read the 
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CHURCH DIRECTORY 
"lea man think himself to 
be something, when he is 
nothing, he deceiveth im- 
self." 
Galatians 6:3 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church [ 
Mass Times: Pastor: H 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F.Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. [~ 
• 11:30 a.m. 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church [ 
Holy Eucharist: - Priest in charge: M 
10:00 a.m. Rev. Eugene Miller I~ 
Sunday School: . [~ 
10:00 a.m. . [ 
. Christ Lptheran Church 
Morning Worship - 11:30 a.m. § 
Sunday School : 10:15 a.m.. .. 
' Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad i 
M 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: , " I~ 
Saturday: 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh - 635-7313 I~ 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: I~ 
Saturday: 11:00 a.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m I~ 
3306 Griffi!h s.... _ . . . _ _ . ~ 3 2 3 2 ~  
i 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: " Pastor: ' 
(for all ages) 9:45 a.m. W.E. Glasspell I~ 
Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: 
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00.p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 635 5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowshin 
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. - [~ 
Wednesdays. Pastor. [~ 
Mid-Week Services Slade Compton 
and Bible Study: 7:30 p.m. 638-0829 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: , Elizabeth [1 
10:30 a.m. Starkey 
Sunday School: " Youth Group: R 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m, 
4907 Lazelle Ave .  635-6014 
• Terrace Pentecostal Assemblv ' 
Sunday School: ?:30 a .m.  Pastor:- ~ | 
Morning Service. 10:30 a.m. John Caplin I~ 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. Assocla!e Pastor: | 
~Cliff S~ebert | 
The Alliimce Church 
/ 
Family Bible School: 9:30 a.m. Sr.Pastor: 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. Jake Thiessen 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. Ass't Pastor: L~ 
All are Cordially Invited . Doug'Ginn 
4923 Agar Ave. 635 7725 635-7727 
L 
Christian Reformed Church [l 
Sunday Services: Pastor: m | 
10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys-635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladies Bible Study 
September - May, 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.. 
3602 Sparks , 635-7207 ! 
: F:: ~'~:: ! ~i~!~ ~.~ i~.~!:~: ~ ~! i~ $~?!~!!i:~ii:i  ~ ~ !~ : ~g~.~ ~ ~ ~ "~ A~!:~  ~$ !: ~i~:~:~:~ :;:!: !:~ ~.i~ iii :!~ ::!~ i ~ $!:i!:~ J~  ~'~.~1~¢ ¢~"~g.TG~ Z,,~:,~ 
Winners of this year's Terrace Beautification Society beautification awards were recognized 
for their efforts in council Chambers a couple of weeks ago. Above are (from left) McDonald's 
manager Malcom Hilcove with the Commercial Award, Hedy Brouwer of Skeena Cellulose with the 
Industrial Award, Terrace Beautification Society president Betty Campbell, society member Helen 
Watson, Carolyn Clay, winner of the Residential Award, mayor Jack Talstra, vice-president George 
Clark, Ken Beddy of the Worker's Compensation Board, which won the Institutional Award, and 
society member Debbie Simons. "There were more entries," said Campbell dudng the presentation, 
"and I notice the appearance of the town improvingtremendously." 
September 19 G. Townsend, Terrace 
September 20 Mike Shannon, Terrace 
September 21 Betty Dediluke, Terrace, 




Vince Courtenay, Terrace 
Karen and Bob Evans, Alexis Creek 
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Dou..g, McDonald of Smithers is one of the more than 4000 individualsin the 
Pacific Northwest whose job contributes to the more than 12 million tonnes 
of cargo shipped each year through the Port of Prince Rupert. The Prince 
Rup.ert Port. CorP0ratlon salutes all of those workers who contribute toward 
the mdustrtal and port growth in Northern Brttlsh Columbia. 
  Prince Ruped liort Corporation 
II I 
I1 [ 
110 - 3rd Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1K8 (604) 627 7545 
.Kit.s.elas .carvers p.re .pare 
malor p-o, le,. commtsslons 
by Betty Barton 
Kitselas carvers Stan Bcvan and 
Ken McNeil have been commis- 
sioned to carve two totem poles. 
One of the poles, now about 10 
days into production by Ken Mc- 
Neil, will stand in the First Nations 
House of Learning at the Univer- 
sity of British Columbia in 
Vancouver. The other, carved by 
Stan Bevan, will grace the Prov- 
ince of B.C.'s exhibit, through the 
UBC Museum of Anthropology, at
Expo '92 in Seville, Spain. 
On Sept.16, Bill McLelland, a 
designer and Special Projects co- 
ordinator from the Museum of 
Anthropology, visited the Kitselas 
carving shed to oversee the deliv- 
ery and tmloading of the log which 
will he carved for Expo '92. 
For the First Nations project, 
native artists submitted rawings 
of their pole designs. Elders from 
the First Nations House of Learn- 
ing chose the works of five native 
artists to form the house posts and 
the ridge poles in the House of 
Learning. Lyle Wilson, a Haisla 
carver from Kitimat; Susan Point, 
a Coast Salish; .Walter Harris, a 
Gitksan; Don Yoemans, a Haida 
from Prince Rupert; and Ken Mc- 
Neil, a Tahltan-Tlingit/Nisga'a, re 
poles carved in 1991 - -  an eight- 
foot grizzly bear and a lO-foot 
human with flogs - -  commis- 
sioned by the Inuit Gallery in 
Vancouver. Before that, they 
worked together on four totem 
poles for Muks-Kum-Ol Housing, 
representing the four major crests 
of the Tsimshian, Nisga'a and 
Gitksan tribes. 
Stan thinks highly of the~ art of 
earvingand ofhis uncle, Dempsey 
Bob, as illustrated in the comment, 
"He's part of the rebirth (of native 
carvers). We (Ken and I) are part 
of the second generation." 
Stan, also 30, is Tahitan Tlingit 
Tsimshian. He had already estab- 
lished interest in the arts and carv- 
ing when he was encouraged to 
accept a vacant position at the 
K'san School of Northwest Coast 
Art in Hazelton. He completed the 
course in 1979. Two years later, he 
apprenticed with Dempsey Bob 
and worked on several of Dernp- 
sey's major commissions, includ- 
ing a M-foot totem pole in Ket- 
chikan and a 12-foot Beaver clan 
house post in Saxman village, also 
in Ketchikan. Start has very quick- 
l y  established a reputation as a 
strong innovative carver. He has 
ach ieved this by superb 
draughtsmanship, and absolute 
attention to every aspect of each 
work that he creates. 
Start started work on the grizzly 
bear pole for Expo '92 last Tues- 
day. Although it is designed as a 
house post and strictly adheres to 
the required proportions for such a 
structure, it will be treated as a 
sculpture on exhibit in the Cana- 
dian pavilion in the transition area 
from B.C. to the rest of Canada. 
Also on display will be a house 
screen based on an early photo- 
graph taken in Bella Coola and a 
transformation mask and animation 
overseen by Lyle Wilson. 
Both Stan and Ken hope to 
attend the dedication ceremonies of
the poles and do their presentation 
dance as they did for the dedica- 
tion of the Muks:ku'mol poles. 
The grizzly bear pole has to be 
ready for transport two months 
from now, when a ship will delivel 
it to Seville. The Raven/human 
pole will probably take 2 1/2 to 3 
months to complete, estimates 
Ken. It's the finishing and textur- 
ing work (with two or three tex- 
tures on this pole) with the adzes 
that takes the most time, he 
explains. 
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Stan Bevan and Ken McNeil are meticulously coaxing traditional 
forms out of logs that will eventually stand in the First Nations 
House of Learning at UBC and the B.C. pavilion at Expo '92 in 
Seville, Spain. Both K]tselas carvers are building intemational 
reputations for innovation and excellence. 
currently carving their own designs 
on cedar poles provided by Split 
Image Logging of Sechelt. 
McNeil chose the raven/human 
design, which he says is intended 
to show respect for all first nations 
peoples. He says the raven is often 
depicted as a teacher and he feels 
it's an appropriate representation 
for a house of learning. 
Ken's philosophy is, "The more 
you do, the more you learn. The 
more you learn, the more you see 
in other people's work." Ken says 
he and cousin Stan Bcvan are 
always learning by examining 
other people's carvings in the 
Provincial Museum and the 
Museum of Anthropology. 
Thirty-year old McNeil has been 
carving with his Tlingit master- 
artist uncle Dempscy Bob since he 
was 14 years old. The transition 
from apprentice to artist was 
assisted by the opportunity to work 
on two of Dempsey's monumental 
commissions;the first, a three- 
dimensional panel carved in the 
round for the entrance hall to the 
Ridley Island Coal Terminal; the 
second, a large sculpted panel 
mounted outside the Prince Rupert 
grain terminal. 
In 1987, he decided to concen- 
Irate on his art full-time. He has 
been included in many of the 
major exhibitions documenting the 
art form, and is established in 
many of the major museum, pri- 
vate and corporate collections. 
Ken confines to collaborate 
occasionally with Dempsey and 
often with his cousin, Stan Bevan. 
Beyond the family ties, these three 
artists work together on the basis 
of friendship and a mutual respect 
for each others' artistic ability, 
Ken's and Stan's most recent 
collaborations h~;vc been two totem 
I Looking back... 
Compiled by Diana English 
O 
ne year ago this week a coroner's jury came back with 
recommendations i  the case of the drowning of young Joey 
Parsons in Heek Brook. One of the six recommendations was 
that the city should enforce a 1978 by-law restraining anypersons from 
restricting the natural flow o~ any waterway within the city boundaries. 
It was also recommended the city should correspond with the Ministry 
of Environment any time a violation was identified in order to decide 
under whose jurisdiction the infraction falls. If it is decided the violation 
is a problem that falls within the city's authority, the municipal 
government would be required to take action to ensure the violations 
were rectified. Another ecommendation was that a "911" emergency 
number be established inTerrace. 
The first steps in the organization ofa volunteers' bureau were taken 
one year ago this week. A sub-committee struck by the Community 
Services Committee took on the task of researching the need for such 
an agency. 
Library expansion or convention centre? One y~r ago this week 
library board dealt with letters from the City of Terrace asking them to 
join the city in their convention centre project and offering space in that 
facility for a newer and larger library. After prolonged iscussion it was 
decided by the library board that no actual plans and no funding 
commitment were offered by the city. Besides that, the library board 
needed to consider the needs and wants of the community, and at that 
point it was too late for a referendum in 1990. A letter was sent back 
to the city asking for another meeting and additional information. 
Two years ago t~is week Skylink Airlines flight 070 from Vancouver 
crashed and burned just south of the Terrace-Kitimat irport. Allseven 
people aboard were killed on impact. At the time fog as well as smoke 
from a controlled burn were causing poor visibility at the airport, 
although that was not believed to be among the cauSes of the crash. 
Earlier that year Skylink Airlines had faced charges by Transport 
Canada on over 70 violations of air transport regulations. 
This week in 1989 a poll conducted by the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce prompted them to advise city council that 
Terrace would benefit economically from Sunday shopping. The facts 
derived from the poll of homes in outlying areas caused the Chamber 
executive to recommend that council abandon a bylaw proposal to 
regulate shop closing hours on Sundays. 
Also this week in 1989 the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine voted 
to endorse a petition from the mayor of Quc.~nel against he fc.dcral 
government's proposed nine percent Goods and Services Tax. After 
extensive discussion all but two board members voted on the proposal 
as a show of opposition to the tax, in hopes the federal government 
would reconsider their proposal. Terrace city council received the letter 
for information purposes only and held little discussion on it. 
This week in 1988 Terrace city council voted in favour of passing a
by-law that would remove heritage status on the old B.C. Provincial 
Police building located on the comer of Lakelse Avenue and Kalum 
Street. According to Mamie Kerby of the Terrace Museum Society the 
had good potential as a tourist attraction. Kerby suggested the building 
could be dedicated to the B.C. Provincial Police. Council voted down 
a motion to delay the issue and passed a new motion on the final 
adoption of the by-law. 
In other council news of the same week, council gave unanimous 
approval to support the northern university concept in response to a 
letter eceived from the Interior University Society. The initial report of 
a three-phase tudy conducted by the society had just been released and 
showed a definite need for a northern university. In the report the 
northern university proposal was described as "a new model of 
education for new times". 
Also three years ago, B.C. Transit's Small Community Systems 
manager, Steve New offered to review the city's existing custom transit 
resources and suggest ways of improving transfer of seniors and 
disabled persons. The city decided to accept New's offer, providing the 
review was free. New was acting in response to requests from the city, 
Terrace and District Community Services and the Terrace branch of the 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners Organization. He said that although the 
feasibility study could be carried out, establishing a new service could 
be delayed ue to a large demand for such services. Terrace Home 
Support Services program director Betty Stewart didn't feel the need 
could wait, •however, and in a letter to the premier asked that the 
process be sped up in order to meet local needs. 
The North Coast Regional Correspondence School was officially 
opened by premier Bill Vander Zalm three years ago this week. The 
school was the third one of its kind to be opened in the province and 
was designed to serve students in six school districts, covering an area 
from Houston to the Queen Charlotte Islands and Kemano to Bob 
Quinn. 
Four years ago a discussion paper from the B.C. Ministry of the 
Attorney General titled Balancing the Scales for Victims of Crime was 
the first step towards implementation of a victims' assistance program. 
The director of the Attorney General's Special Projects Division said 
that Terrace was one of 47 communities a sessed for victims service 
programs earlier that year, and that although financial allocations Iladn't 
bccn made yet, hc was certain funding for expanded services would be 
wailable to Terrace. He also said it was likely there would also be 
n~c,!~ey for special victim support. 
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New executive elected ...t.o 
health care society board 
The Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society board has a new 
look. Alex Houlden has replaced. 
David Lane as chairman, and all 
but one of six director's eals on 
the nine-member board have becn 
filled with new people. 
: Also coming out of last Thurs- 
day's annual general meeting was 
David Lane steps down 
position of secretary in her hus- Bretfeld from Terrace and District 
band's contracting firm as well as Community Services, Regional 
his chair for the remaining year of District of Kitimat-Stikine director 
his term on the TRHCS board of Bob Cooper, Lou Gair of Branch 
directors.. #73, B.C. Old Age Pensioners 
a resolution creating a new board Appointees to the board are Organization, Mills Memorial 
position for an appointee of the provincial government rep Mar- medical staff president Dr. Francis 
Nisga'a Valley Health Board. 
Two other motions were 
defeated, though. There won't be a 
director's eat in the coming year 
for an appointee of the Kitimat 
Crencral Hospital board. And 
TRHCS annual membership dues 
will not be raised from $2 to $10. 
A new motion was made to be 
considered at the 1992 AGM, 
however, that would raise the price 
of a membership to$5. 
Before stepping down, past chair- 
man David Lane described the 
, previous year as "a year of chal- 
lenge". All challenges were met, 
however, Lane added. A potential 
$115,000 deficit was turned into 
increased government funding. 
Under the direction of Doris 
Mitchell, Terraceview Lodge has 
never been in better shape. And 
with the leadership of the R.E.M. 
Lee Hospital Foundation chairman 
Marlaine Webber, the CT scanner 
* fund now stands at $353,000. 
"The society has never had a 
brighter future," Lane concluded. 
"They have an Outstanding medical 
staff, outstanding employees, and 
outstanding management." 
And who are the people who will 
meet he challenges of the coming 
year. Along with Lane, three.year 
terms came to an end for Norma 
King and Wilma Costain, and only 
• Costain put her name forward for 
re-election. Also, Brad Benson, 
Dave McKcown and Olga Power 
stepped own in mid-term in order 
• to meet other personal commit- 
menus. ,. 
, Chairman Alex Houlden, vice- 
chairman Robert Wood, director 
Betty Stewart and re-elected direc- 
tor Wilma Costain are the only 
returning names on the executive. 
Bdngin S new ideas and energy to 
the table, though, are five new 
directors. 
Elected to three.year terms are 
Ray Jones. and Kelly Murphy. 
Jones, school board trustee and 
general manager of No,them 
Native Broadcasting, is well 
known to the community while 
Murphy is relatively new. Murphy 
assumed the position of superin- 
tendent of Region 6 and 7 for the 
B.C. Ambulance Service nearly 
two years ago, but prior commit- 
merits kept him from taking up 
residence here until June of this 
year. 
' Glenn Thomsen, manager of 
Williams Moving and Storage, was 
elected to a two-year term and will 
serve as the society's Finance 
Committee chairman. Tbomsen is 
known for his wogk on both the 
*B~:!~f~: Nortlem B.C., ~inter 
d~i!•ete6tN 4to one:yeai" te/.ms 
,were Bob Walch, training 
~rdinatorfor the Federal Busi- 
~ Development bank in Terrace, 
and Lad McKeown, who holds the 
laine Webber, Sandy Bullock of Osei-Tutu, and Terrace alderman 
the Hospital Auxiliary, Lynda Mo Takhar. 
CITY OF 
 .Ii - TERRACE 
LANDFILL 
SITE HOURS 
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1991 
THE LANDFILL SITE 
WILL BE OPEN FROM 
NOON TO 5:00 RM. DALLY 
Ter race  
In ter io rs  L td .  
• 4610 Lazeile Ave. 
"" ~ . 635 - -6600 ..... 
~ "All the supplies you need" 
, -~~,  ~,~~/  °Exterior and interior paints 
~ ~ .Complete  line of  Blinds 
~ .Large selection of wallpaper 
in stock 
ACROSS 
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? Store 3 
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49 Insect 42 
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THEIR  ASS ISTANT FLORIST.  HAVlNU MU- Vr_;U 
FROM TORONTO TO TERRACE, MARGO REALLY 
THINKS OUR CITY HAS EVERYTHING A PERSON 
NEEDS.  MARGO ESPECIALLY ENJOYS ALL OF 
THE RECREATION FACILITIES AND PROGRAMS 
SHE'S ABLE TO BE INVOLVED WITH. 
~ ' - ~  ~ ~ . . 
i 
SUPPORTED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE 
ARIES Do not allow your mind to be distracted. Attend 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 to all the seemingly minor details. They are more 
important than you think. 
TAURUS A minor problem may become an obsession if
Apr. W-May 20 you continue to dwell on it. Take a vacation from 
that stressful situation. 
GEMINI Long range plans take shape. Consult one who 
May 21June 20 can bedepended onfor expert advice. Be open- 
minded toward innovative ideas. 
CANCER A neighbor becomes a nuisance. Be truthful. Do 
June 21-July 22 not try to make excuses for his behavior. Stand 
up for your beliefs. 
LEO Good time to experiment with a new investment. 
July 23-Aug. 22 Part with that small savings and watch your 
money grow. 
VIRGO Romantic evening may turn out to be a turning 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 point in your relationship. Be prepared tOaccept 
the •change. 
LIBRA Do not over-emphasize the monetary problems 
Sept. 23.Oct. 23 confronting you at this time. With a little plan- 
ning, they will come under control. 
SCORPIO Old friendships are renewed. Accept invitation 
Oct. 13.Nov. 21 for dinner or party. You will have a much bet- 
ter time than you expect. 
SAGITTARIUS Time to clean house. Get rid of that which you 
Nov. 22-D¢¢., 21 no longer need. Relinquish relationships that are 
stagnating. 
CAPRICORN Don't forget o say "thank you" to those who 
Dec. 22Jan. 19 stood behind you when you needed support. 
Those friendships are hard to come by. 
AQUARIUS Be particular in your business affairs, but avoid 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 nit-picking at home. While it is necessary at 
work, it is superfluous with mate. 
PISCF~ An oldei" individual finds you attractive. Be 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 wary. He may become overbearing. Keep your 
priorities in tact. 
Bert's Delicatessen 
, 
Let us prepare your first 
~,! Super sandwiches, fresh salads, 
erages, sausages, European 
icacles. Phone ahead and we'll 
• lunch ready when you arrivel 
635-5440 4603 Park Ave,, Terrace 
I I 
CLASSIFIED ..... ii 
I 
Employment Opportunities 
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Employment Opportunities TerraeeR.e.vie. w.
CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
• Phone 635-7840 
All classified "and classified isplay 
ads mast be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or M,utercard, except for es- 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSII~IED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion• $2,00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads:for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
• CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch." 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearingbeyond the
first insertion. 
Agreement: it is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion'of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
NEED EXTRA MONEY FOR CHRIST. 
MAS? Homemakers: Have a little extra 
time now that the children are back to 
school? Students: Need extra cash for that 
new fall wardrobe? Guaranteed salary or 
commission paid weekly, plus bonus incen- 
tives. Work full.time or part-time, two shifts 
available (9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and/or 5 to 9 
p.m.), your choice. "Potential management 
positions available." For personal interview, 
please call Mark at 638.8562. 10/2p 
Jsrdlenne Francophone pour 2 f/lies 
agees de 1 a t6  ans. Temps 
parttel/plein? ~refer, chez mol, Plus 
d'lnfo, signalez le 638-0667. 10/16p 
m 
REQUIRED NOVEMBER 1 SUBSTITUTE TEACHING 
ExPerienced Full-Time Bookkeeper (~ SCHOOL DISTRICT 
(Temporary position for 6 months) No. 88 (Terrace) 
Must havegeneralbookkeeping•skills including: School District #88 (Terrace) is now accepting 
• ACCP/~,C accounts receivable applications for persons who wish to work one on one with 
• Invoicing. • " special needs children as a Special Services Assistant 
• Filing , Substitute Applicants should have an Early Childhood 
• Cash handling Education Certificate, Human Services Worker Certificate, 
: • Preparing monthly statements Community Service Workers Certificate or experience working 
• some customer service with special needs children. 
If you are flexible and willing to pitch in when required 
please send your resume to: Please submit your resume to: ' 
Box 90 
c/o Terrace Review Andrew Scruton 
Box 446 Director of Instruction (Special Services) 




t DAIRY QUEEN is taking applications 
/ part-time (2 hours per day) SPECIAL SERVICES for day shift positions, 25 to 30 hours 
ASSISTANT position at Thornhfll Elementary School. per week. Please apply in person at 
The salary ranges between $11.06 and $12.86 per hour 
depending on qualifications and training. 4532 Lakelse Avenue. 
Essential Qualifications: 
1. At least two (2) years successful experience work- 
ing co-operatively under the direction of a regular 
classroom teacher in an elementary school setting. 
2. Demonstrated successful experience working with 
children with mental handicaps. Employment Opportunity 
3. Completion of a minimum of six (6)U.B,C. equival- 
ent units of course work, in working with children with with growing  Delivery 
special needs, with emphasis on mental handicaps. Business. Must •have de- pendable vehicle. Wi l l  1985BroncollXLT4x4, V6,5-speed, 
cruise, sunroof, good condition. Must 
4. Demonstrated empathy with children with special train and supply C.B. se11.$7,500. Phone 638-1226. 9/25p 
learning needs. Driver must be very de- 
5. At least two years proven successful experience pendable and any age 1986 Toyota Celica GTS, very clean, 
working with children with learning difficulties, over 19. Phone 638.8398. only 56,000 kms. $9,800. Phone 635- . 5297. 10/9p 
6. Applications must be accompanied by letter(s) of ~ 1987 17th Double Eagle, excellent 
reference that address level(s) of competency in the EXPERIENCED condition, hard top, ~)0 hp marine radio. 
above qualifications. HAIRDRESSERS WANTED $12,900. Phone 847-5224. 9/25p 
Jon's Hairstyling requires 
Interested applicant~ should send resumes to: one full-time and and one FREE TO A GOOD HOME - -  Some- 
Ms.  M. Des ja rd ins ,  P r inc ipa l  part-time hairdresser. Should •body has to gol Either the two small 
Thornhi l l  Elementary School be able to work with a mini- pet turtles, or the children who once 
. mum amount of supervision, promised to care for them. Both are 
2906 Clark Avenue, Call 635-7737. housebroken. Phone 635-7761 after 5 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S1 ~ p.m. 9/25p 
For sale by owner - -  smaller 3-bed- 
Closing Date: September 27, 1991. room house in horseshoe area, wired 
shop, close to schools, well main- 
tained on large fenced lot, natural gas 
heat, fridge and stove included. For 
further information, please phone 635- 
PART-TIME CO-ORDINATOR 
Northwest Development Education Association is a non-profit sociely For sale by owner - -  two-bedr0om 
currently based in Terrace, whose Board members come from across house in horseshoe area, well main- 
, ' t * • I the Northwest. The Assocmhon s goal is to expand the publ,c s rained, on large lot, storage shed, 
washer, dryer, fridge and stove includ- 
awareness of the developing world. 1985 Jeep Grand ed. Occupancy on .Oct. 1. For further 
Under the general direction of the board, the Co-ordinator will: 1 ) Wagoneer 4x4 information, please call 635-2548. 
develop ann maintain contacts with relevont communily .qroups; 2) 10/2p 
co-ordlnate specific education and cultural events, "[ncludinn 55,000 miles, very 
providing leadership to a volunteer team, ensuring the successful good condition Yamaha trombone, good condition. 
completion of al loses and defining budget requirements; 3) support Call collect 624-2593 $275 OBO. Phone 635-4084. 10/2p 
the work of non-governmental orgamzotions in the region; 4) 
imRlement he .polio/decis|ons of Ihe'lx~rd; 5} complement Pne work MACHINERY 
of the public education system in Ihe area of development education; 
6) co-ordinate the leaks required to meet all criteria of I~e funding" Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25. 966C bucket machine, new rubber, 
source (Conadian Inlernation Development Agency}.- depending on size. Phone 635-7840. new brakes; two graders, snow wings 
tfnp and plows; PC200 Komatsu excavator, 
Requirements: • low hours; 4,000-gallon Jasper water 
• excellent communicofion and interl~rsonal skills ~ Electric hot water tank, 40 gallons -- tank; Barber green pavers; Dyna-pack 
• office monogement including basic bookkeeping, computer literacy $50. Phone 635-4810. tfnp CA51B roller; 5,800-gallon insulated 
in word processing, bookkeepl'ng and operation el a modem 1977 Chrysler Cordoba, 85,000 kms., asphalt ank, certified, good condition. 
• experience in ~evelopment education (eg.,CUSO cooperant; air conditioning, power locks, good Call Vic at 493-6791 days, 493-7742 
OXFJV~ volunteer) or significant developing world experience woulcl running condition. Stereo not includ- evenings. 10/2p 
be on asset ed. Going cheap. Phone 635-4310. 
• ability to establish a work plan in conjunction with the Boardand 10/16p 
carry it to completion with minimal d/red su~rvision 
• some travel, regionally and provincially, will be necessary Prime residential lot on Labelle 
This is o/tort-time, term position (gal.-Jan.). Applicants should r, end a, Avenue in Horseshoe area with con- 
resume with references to N.W•D.E.A., Box 207, Terroce, B.C., V8G crete basement and sub-floor. House 
plans with lot. Also for sale; one stu- FOR RENT OR LEASE -- 650 sq.ft. 
4 R 6 . .  . . . . .  die-size updght piano and spinet harp- office space• at 4623 Lakelse Avenue, 
Deodline dole [or applications'. Thursday, September 26. • ' sidhord, both in excellent condition. Terrace. $425 per month. Phone 635-2552. 
tfn¢ . . . . . . .  , , , , , , • . . . . . . .  .Phone 635-741 i. 9/25p . ..... 
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Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, 
on-site manager. Spacious 
one bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking.. 
635-7957 
"OPEN HOUSE" 
Nirvana Metaphysics Centre 
celebrates its 
. September 29 - 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Drop in and join us for refreshments, information, 
browse and share in our peace and joy. 
Everyone welcome. 
3611 Cottonwood Crescent 635-7776 
Two-bedroom basement suite for rent. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Mushroom pickers. 
Jet boat available for hire 
for coming season. 
Phone P.G. Riverrunners 
564-8687 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The hours 
for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as fol- 
lows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon 
The Cupboard is located in the Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Street. Emergen- 
cy inquiries can be made in between ser- 
Suitable for a working couple or a single vice hours at the following numbers: 635- 
girI.PleaseNOn-smokercal1635-2897.and non-drinker, , no9/2 ppets. A NIRVANA 2122~_~~or 635-7941. fin 
- - -  / ,~) METAPHYSICS "~o~ | (~p 
Two-bedroom trailer for rent. Washer, - ' - - - . .v CENTRE 
dryer, oil heat, adults only, no pets. Deposit 
• and references required. Phone 635-5786. (~)~)[~[~] (~[]=[]~[j~[j~]~[~ 
• 9/25p . ~ ) ~ ] ( ~  
by Laurel s :AY IN SCHOOL at Nirvana T 
3611 Cottonwood Did You Know That?... 
635-7776 Men are more likely to leave 







We have a book for you. 





Kalum Family Day Care has openings. 
Fenced yard, pets and toys. Ages newborn 
to 12 years. Full-time, pad-time or drop-in 
available. Phone 638-8429 or 638-8398. 
tfnc 
Buy a 
blanket  II 
classified ad! 
• ~_r  classified ad will appear in 105 
community newspapers throughout 
B.C. and the Yukon 
• That gives you a potential 
• readership of 3.8 million 
,Cost of ad per thousand of potential 
• readers: 5 centsl 
Everyone is a potential customer -
from a mail order business, to 
educational opportunities to acreage 
I 
~tO ~ large ticket items (equipment, 
machinery) 
• Drop In TODAY to: 
the Terrace Review, 4535 Greig Ave. 







A880ClAT ION 224 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLAOE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORS! WINDOWSI Inte- 
rior and extedor wood, metal 
and French doors, wood win-' 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 




Do you have a flair for colour 
anddesign? Decorsting Den, 
Canada's fastast growing In- 
tsdor Dooorsting Franohise 
Isexpandlngin B.C. Training 
provided. Lower Mainland 
525-8722, Provindal 1-800- 
565-8722. 
CANADA'S LARGEST CAL- 
ENDAR and Business Gift 
Company needs self-starters 
selling to local bualnessas. 
Highest commission. Small 
refundable Investment re- 
quired. O'DOnnolI-DRG,487- 
16 Westney South, Ajax, 
Ontado, L1S 6W8. (416)427- 
8520. 
THE ORIGINAL 
• JUICEWORKS" Vending 
Machine. Earn cash profits 
daily, vending fruit juices. Old 
South, Dew Drop, McCalns, 
Sunkist, Uptons. Investments 
from $14,995. Info 
Canadawide, 1-800-465- 
5006. 
Distributors wanted for exclt- 
Ing new Olean-Alr Systems. 
Mlnimum Investment of 
$3,000. Protoctedareas. For 
more information write to Box 
43, Blg Lake, B.C., V0L IG0. 
Small TAXICAB Business For 
Sale. Okanagan Valley. Fast 
growing municipality. Good 
familybusinesa. Summedand 
Taxi, Site 39, RR 3, 
Summerland, B.C., V0H 1Z0. 
(604)494-6651. 
. BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES 
Anticipated Annual Item avail- 
able tO any groups or organi- 
zations looking to raise funds. 
This isa proven program that 
can provide substantial funds 
annually. 850-2862. 
Guaranteed Success. 
$7,700,000 Satellite Enter- 
tainment Industry. Sell 
Spacetechs3' Dish to homes, 
apartments, R.V's etc. from 
your protected territory. In- 
ventory secures $10,000 In- 
vestment. Mr. Dorsett 
(604)522-5494. 
BUSINESS PERSOMALS 
CASH LOANS. Unsecured 
Cash Loans up to $50,000. 
No collateral rsquirsd. Bad 
credit, no credit, no probleml 
For fast approval call 290- 
9388 (24 hrs). 
F=DgOAIFION 
Laid off, outofwork? Loam to 
manage an Apartment, Con- 
domlnlum Building. Many 
oil s available. Over 1,203 
epic placed throughout 
b.C. For details cell (604)681- 
5456.. 
EQUIPMENT 
655 Kamatsu track loader 
sawhead and 3 yd. bucket. 
200 linkoln welder. 500 gal. 
fuel tank. 16 F service Van. 
Portable air compressor. 
Acetylene and oxygen 
guages, tools etc. Every- 
thing you need. Ltd. Com- 
pany, $80,000. 647-2095. 
FOR SALE MISC 
GET RICH...SLOWLY BUT 
SURELY! WATKINSwillearn 
you Ihoueands working for 
yourself. Save your budget 
hundreds. Guaranteed. 
Watkine Sure Thlngl CALL 
ELIE, (403)272-3233, inde- log grapfes. Gall Vlo Kampe 
pendent distributor, before 1-493.6791days, 1-493-7742 
Sept. 301 evenings. 
SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE: Dump trucks, 
cat loaders, low beds, pave. 
and rollers, service trucks 
welding truck c/w 803 Miller 
welder, D6D and D8K cats 
excavators, crushers and 
jaws, 310 J.D. backhoes, JCB 
backhoe, case 580K 
backhoe, 740 Champion 
~ rader PJw snow wing, 670A .D. grader plow and snow 
win1 cat 851 windrow eleva- 
tor, 00 barrel water lank and 
FOR SALE MISC 
Light fixtures, electdc motors, 
generators, phase conver- 
ters, transformers, fans, weld- 
ers, widng supplies, free lit- 
erature. Friesen Elecffic, 
32032 S.F, Way, Clearbrook, 
B.C., V2T 1V8. Teh859-7101. 
Fax:853-2503. 
"BIRDS' CHOICE'. Birdseed 
for sale. Wtldbird, cage bird. 
Dust free. Superdean. Farm 
fresh. Prompt delivery. To 
order or for a price list, call 
Chin Ridge Seed Processors 
today toil-free 1-800-563- 
7333. 
FAMOUS VALLEY COM- 
FORT. Add-on or Combina- 
tion Wood-Bectrlo Furnaces 
and Heaters.: Conta~ your 
local dealer or Valley Comfort 
Systems Inc., 1290 Commer- 
3dal.151 Way, Penticton, B'C', V2A 
NORITAKE SALE! Terrific 
discounts on currant patternsl 
Delivered well-packed, in- 
sured. For pdca list on your 
Noritske pattem- Alexander's, 
"The Nodtske Experts', To- 
ronto, Toll-free 1-800-263- 
5896. 
FORSALEMISC 
CERAMISTS liquidating large 
Inventory. New Duncan, 
Harris, Bell, Afdcana, Mayco 
glazes and stains. Informa, 
lion send SASE to: Hedge 
Podge, Box 115, Crossfleld, 
AB, TOM 0S0. 
FREE TOBACCO. Smoking 
is expensive. Why not grow 
yourown. Send$20forstarter 
kitto Variety Imports, RR 14, 
2590 - 216 St., Langley, B.C, 
V3A 7R2. 
llLADIESl180% of all women 
have had some symptoms of 
PMS or Menstrual Problems. 
ConVol these discomforts with 
DONG-QUAI. For 60 tablets 
rush $19.95 to R.W.G. Enter- 
ises, R.R. #2, Veterans Rd., 
bsons, B.C., VON 1V0. 
M.O., Cheques, Visa. Gall 
(604)886-2855 evenings. 
I I  IIII I I  
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GARDEMNG 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store. 1,000's of Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
Drip Irrigation. Huge Book 
Selection, 72 page, photo 
filled, 1991 catalogue, $4, re- 
fundable on order. Western 
Water Farms, #103 - 20120, 
64th Ave., Langley, B.C., V3A 
4P7. 
HELPWANTED 
Heavy Duty Mechanic with 
valid B.C. TQ Ticket, B.C. In- 
spector's certificate and ex- 
tensive Cummins experience 
required for Revelstoke Truck 
Centre in Revelstoke. Top 
salary. Resume to Box 2656, 
Revelstoke, B.C., V0E 2S0. 
* BE RICH AND FAMOUS * 
FT $100,000, PT $25,000 
potential. Market Canada's 
Hottest Musk~ Video Program. 
Be your own boss. Call us 
today. Protected Terdtodss. 
1-800-263-1900. 
SUNSHINE VILLAGE Ski 
Resort, Banff, Alberta, re- 
quires enthusiastic Individu- 
als, committed to Service Ex- 
callenco, for vadous seasonal 
positions. Box 1510, Banff, 
AB, T0L 0C0, (403)762-6546. 
Overseas Positions. Hun- 
drsds of top paying positions. 
All occupations. Attractive 
Benefits. Freedetalls. Over- 
seas Employment Services, 
Dept., CA, Box 460, Mount 
Royal, Quebec, H3P 3C7. 
G.M. DEALERSHIP in Beau- 
tiful Fraser Valley requires a 
Controller/Warranty Clerk. 
We also rsquire Journeyman 
Mechanlca- G.M.expedence 
preferred, requirsd Immedi- 
ately. Phone 792-1391 or 
write Box 100, Chilliwack, 
B.C., V2P 6H7. 
Residential Supervisor - for 
group home. Currently regis- 
tered WlRNABC, Supervi- 
sorylManagement. Experi- 
ence with mentally handi- 
capped. Salary $2,2001 
$2,800 perlmo. Resumes 
Domaine Holdings, Box 2199, 
Salmon Arm, B.C., VIE 4R2. 
SCHULMEISTER --  Jacob Leopold 
born October 1, 1933 at Altario, Alber- 
ta. Passed away peacefully at home, 
August 30, 1991. 
He is survived by his loving family, wife 
of 34 years, Florence; daughter Joyce; 
sons Christopher, Richard, Stephan, 
Paul, Thomas and David; two grand- 
chlldrsn Scott and Tanls; four brothers 
and five sisters; many nieces and 
nephews. Leopold came to the North- 
west in 1953 to work in T~)rrace and 
Kitimat. He worked at several different 
jobs, but since 1966 was a logger and 
machine operator for various contrac- 
torsup until his illness and disability in 
1982. 
Funeral services were held on Sept. 4, 
1991 at 2p.m. at Knox United Church, 
Terrace, with Mrs. Shirley Lindsay offi- 
ciating, eulogy by Ray" Seymour Sr. 
Cremation and interment was held on 
Sept. 5, 1991 at Terrace Municipal 
Cemetery. A reception was held at Joe 
Schulmeister's on Brsuns Island. 
Leo's family wishes to extend many 
thanks to all family members and 
friends for all their love, help, flowersl 
cards and support during these trying 
times and for donations to the CT Scan 




$3.70 each additional word 
HELPWANTED 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condominium 
building. Many Jobs available. 
Government licensed home 
study certification course. Call 
for details: (604)681-5456 or 
1-800-665-8339. 
Self motivated persons re- 
quired In B.C. and Yukon to 
sell Down Quilts and Acces- 
sories at Home Parties. Also 




required in modem service 
centre. Spedalizing in Tuna 
Up and Diagnostic. Wage@e- 
gotiable. Send resume to Box 
969, Ullooet, B.C., V0K 1V0. 
MACHIINIB~Y 
Padflc FoddiftSales Ltd. (est. 
1972). Dozens go(~d_ used 
forklifts available. LP, Gas, 
Diesel, Electric. We buy tool 
(604)533-5331, Fax 
(604)533-4563. Eves. Derek 
Gray (604)277-1905. 
PERSON~.8 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corm- 
spend with unattached Ch.d,s- 
tian people across Canada. all 
denominations, all nationali- 
ties, for companionship or 
marriage? Ashgrsve, P.O. Box 
205B, Chase, B.C., V0E 1M0. 
WIN A $43,000 i991 BMW 
CONVERTIBLE. Tickets$40 
each or 3/$100. Draw OCT/ 
12/91, Sunshine Theatre, #5- 
1304 Ellis St., Kelowna, V1Y 
1Z8. Phone (604)763-4025. 
visa/MC. Lottery #769169. 
REALESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes. Crown land 
availability. Foi" Information 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Stn. F, 
Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 3J1. 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEA- 
LAND. Call the South Paciflo 
specialist, ANZA Travel. Van- 
couver/Auokland, retum from 
$1,069 to $1,579. Vancou- 
ver/Sydney, return from 
$1,189 to $1,699. Vancouver 
call: 734-7725. Toll-free 1- 
800-972-8928. 
CLASSIFI[!D "! - i . "  [ 
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BARRIE - -  John Dickie, age 38, in 
Terrace, B.C. on Aug. 27, 1991. 
Remains shipped to Cambridge, 
Ontario. Services arranged by family. 
SCHULMEISTER - -  Jacob Leopold, 
age 57, in Terrace, B.C. on Aug. 30, 
1991. Funeral services were from the 
Knox United Church on Wednesday, 
Sept. 4 at 2 p.m. Cremation from the 
Terrace Crematorium.. 
BROUSSEAU - -  Donald Robert, age 
32, in Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 2, 1991. 
Services were held at the family resi- 
dence in Rosswood, B.C. Cremation 
from the Terrace Crematorium. 
BARG --Onnalee Wanita (Barb), age 
61, in Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 5, 1991. 
Memorial services were held from the 
education room at. Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital on Monday, Sept. 16 at 1 p.m. 
Cremation took place from the Terrace 
Crematorium. 
WOLVERTON - -  William, age 89 
years, in Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 7, 
1991. Funeral services were from Mac- 
Kay's Funeral Chapel on Friday, Sept. 
13 at 10:30 a.m. Interment in the Ter- 
race Municipal Cemetery. 
BURKETr - -  Thomas Reid, age 39, in 
New Westminster, B.C. on Sept. 9, 
1991. Funeral services were held at 
MacKay's Funeral Chapel on Friday, 
Sept. 13 at 2 p.m. Cremation took 
place at the Terrace Crematorium. 
PARLEE - -  Marion Emily Eileen, age 
67, in Vancouver, B.C. on Sept. 11, 
1991. Family arranged services. Cre- 
mation from the Vancouver Crematori- 
um.  
HOYER - -  Richard Frank, age 48, in 
Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 11, 1991. 
Funeral services from the Anglican 
Church in Stewart on Sept. 17 at 2 p.m. 
Interment in the Stewart Cemetery. 
HODSON - -  Darryl Wayne, age 49, in 
Kemano, B.C. on Sept. 9, '1991. Ser- 
vices were held at the family residence 
in Bells Coda, B.C. on Sept. 12, 1991. 
LAVOIE - -  Joseph Amedoe, age 98, 
in Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 12, 1991. 
Funeral services were from the Sacred 
Heart Catholic •Church on Tuesday, 
Sept. 17. Interment in the Terrace 
Municipal Cemetery. 
FRIESEN - -  James George, ago 46, 
in Granite Lake, B.C. on Sept. 11, 
1991. Memorial services were from 
Knox United Church in Terrace on 
Monday, Sept. 16 at 2 p.m. Cremation 
from the Terrace Crematorium. 
CARDOSO - -  Clemente daCosta, age 
74, in Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 12, 199i. 
Funeral services were from the Sacred 
Heart Catholic Church on Wednesday, 
Sept. 18. Interment in the Terrace 
Municipal Cemetery.' 
PIWEK - -  Vernon Dale, age 47, in 
Granite Lake, B.C. on Sept. 11, 1991. 
No services were held. 
GEORGE - -  Myrna Lorri Ann, age 19, 
in Vancouver, B.C. on Sept. 14, 1991. 
Funeral services were held in Hazelton, 
B.C. Interment in the Hazelton Ceme- 
tery. 
Reliable, responsible woman to babysit in 
own home full-time Monday through Friday. 
Phone 635-4220. 10/2p 
LOOKING FOR PERSON who saw an ac- 
cident on Highway 16 beside All.West 
Glass on Sept. 12, 1991 around 12 noon. 
Please phone 635-6478 and ask for Dave. 
10/9p 
Wanted - -  Drummer with kit for R & B 
Band. Weekend gigs only, Leave message 
for Glenn or Rob at 635-4659. 9/25p 
Wanted -- Roommate to share basement 
suite. $235 per month. Phone 635-4994 
after 6 p.m. 10/2p 
( ~  INVITATION FOR PROPOSALS 
MINISTRYOF SOCIAL SERVICES 
AND HOUSING 
DAY CARE SUPPORT PROGRAM 
Proposals are invited from non-profit societies or individuals to assist the 
Ministry of Social Services and Housing in establishing and delivering a
DAY CARE SUPPORT PROGRAM in the Terrace and Kitimat areas. 
Objectives of the DAY CARE SUPPORT PROGRAM are to enhance the 
availability and quality of family day care arrangements, including 
licensed, unlicensed and in own home care, and to assist subsidized 
parents in selecting these arrangements. The goal is to enable subsidized 
clients to remain financially independent hrough access to day care 
arrangements hat meet the families needs. 
Proposals for the DAY CARE SUPPORT PROGRAM must be submitted 
to the Area Managers Office at:#400 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 4E1 
These proposals should be submitted by October 16, 1991 and should ~ 
document the service being offered population to be served, program 
description, administrative arrangements and projected budget. 
For more information, please contact he local Ministry of Social Services 
and Housing Office at: 638-3527. 
The lowest or any proposals will not necessarily be •accepted. 
INVITATIONTO TENDER 
The Ministry of Social Services and Housing invites submissions from soci- 
eties and individuals to deliver services under the Special Services to 
Children Program within the community of Atlin. 
The contractor will be required to work closely with staff from the Ministry of 
Social Services and Housing, other professionals, and parents, to deliver 
family and child support services to families where children are identified as 
havir~g exceptional physical, social or behavioral needs. 
The contractor should have experience in dealing with parent/teen conflicts, 
children who have been abused, and dysfunctional families. 
Preferred qualifications include a degree in social sciences, with a focus on 
counselling, family dynamics, or child development. Related experience 
would be an asset. 
Submissions from lesser qualified individuals may be considered. 
Proposals should include a description of the' Contractors educational' back- 
ground, experience, three work related references, and projected budget. 
Proposals should be submitted by mail before midnight, October 18, to: Area 
Manager's Office, Ministry of Social Sendces & Housing, 400 - 4545 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VeG 4E1. FAX: 638-3436. 
For more information, please contact he Area Manager's office at 638-3527. 
The lowest or any proposals will not necessarily be accepted. [1,~i~ir~ I 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL  
PERFORMANCE 
Project: Kiti K'Shan Elementary 
School Addition and Renovations 
Owners: Board of School Trustees 
of School District No; 88 (Terrace), 
3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
Contractor:  Tri-City Contracting 
Ltd., 808 Laval Crescent, Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5P3 
• Architect: Royce Condie Associ- 
ates Architect, 4663 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 1V9 
Date of substantial performance has 
been established at: September 17, 
1991. 
In accordance with: The British 
Columbia Builders Lien Act. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
BRANCH 13, TERRACE 
INV ITAT ION TO TENDER 
Tenders are requested for janitorial 
services at Terrace Branch 13.\ 
Tender documents may be picked 
up at the Royal Canadian Legion, 
4425 Legion Avenue, Monday to 
Friday 3:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Tenders are to be submitted to the 
Branch in sealed envelopes marked 
"Janitorial Tender" and will be 
opened at 7:30 p.m. October 1, 
1991. 




Royal Canadian Legion, Br. 13. 
TENDERS INVITED 
Project 296004. To supply labour 
and materials for building upgrade 
Provincial Emergency Program 
office, Terrace, B.C. 
Tender documents may be 
obtained after September 20, 
1991 from British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 4825 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1KT. 
Sealed Tenders will be received at 
4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1K7 until 3:00 P.M., October 
11, 1991 and will be opened in 
public at that time. 
For further information please 
contact Barry Book in Terrace at 
638-3221. 
plication will be made to the Director 
of Vital Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant o the provisions of 
the "Name Act" by me: 
GISELLE MARY LABRECQUE of 
4806 Tuck Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4H4 AS FOLLOWS: 
TO CHANGE MY MINOR UN- 
MARRIED CHILD'S NAME FROM 
Labrecque, John-Paul Ray Peter TO 
Labrecque, Jean-Paul Ray Peter. 
DATED THIS 17th DAY OF SEP- 
TEMBER A.D. 1991. 
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Baba Barg remembered 
• Onnalee Wanita Barg (nee Gibson Kirkaldy) passed away in Terrace 
on September 5, 1991. To family and friends she was better known as 
Baba. 
A memorial was held for Baba Barg on September 16 in the education 
room Of Mills Memorial Hospital. Rusty Ljungh played the organ as 
family and friends entered the room. 
Baba's mother, Onnalee Kirka!dy, attended resting in bed, as she is a 
patient at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Retired Salvation Army Captain Bill Young conducted "the service. 
Babe was eulogized by I~u l  Kaulbeck, who fondly remembered Baba 
as a person with a generous heart and also a person who loved life. 
Bill Young, in his message, said not to think of death being the end, 
but rather it being a whole new beginning, that this was not a departure 
but a glorious welcome to the Lord's house. He then read the poem: 
There's a Reason. 
For ev'ry pain, that we mast bear, 
For ev'ry burden, ev'ry care, 
There's a reason. 
For ev'ry grief,, that bows the hea~ 
For ev'ry tear drop that is she~ 
There's a reason. 
For ev'ry hurt, for ev'ry plight, 
For ev'ry lonely pain.racked night, 
There's a reason. 
• But if we trust Go~ as we shonl~ 
It all will work out for the good, 
He Imows the reason. 
The hymns chosen were Just a Closer Walk With Thee and Safe in 
the Arms of Jesus. 
1"he ashes of  Baha Barg were taken to the Kitsumkalum Cemetery 
with C-oldie Hill, Marj Crornarty, Bey Dickie, Anne Kobl and Addle 
Ryan of the Ladies' Auxiliary to the Royal Canadian Legion acting as 
+honourary palihearcrs. 
After the graveside service, Amazing Grace was played by Nelson 
Gillis on the pipes, while each member of the family placed a long- 
stemmed red rose on the grave. A reception was held afterward at the 
Royal Canadian Legion. 
..... Baba had been seriously ill for many months and she knew~that there 
was to be no turning around. The extraordinary and courageous thing 
Baba did last June, with her family by her side, was to arrange in detail 
for her departure from this earth. 
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remember is with an In 
Memoriam gift to the Heart and Stroke Founda- 
tion of B.C. and Yukon. Please mail your donation 
to the above address and include the name Of the 
deceased, your name and address, as well as the 
name and address of the next-of-kin for an 
acknowledgement card. 
PHONE 635-5583 FOR 
REGISTRATION AND TIMES 
Men's - Tuesday and Thursda 
Ladies - Wednesday; 
Open- Saturday night; 
Commercial- Saturday 
Coffee League- Tuesday morning 
Phone the Curling Club at 635-5583 
FREE PUBLIC 
CURLING 
OCTOBER 7 TO 11 - 1 P.M. TO 9 P.M. 





a fuel spill, 
and the Fire 
Safety House 
30 
The Terrace Fire Department 
responded to a fuel spill at West 
End Chevron at about 9:30 p.m. 
Monday, Sept. 16. Fire chief Bob 
Beckett says the service station 
was closed for about an hour while 
firefighters cleaned up about 20 
litres of gasoline. There were no 
injuries,and Bcckctt says the cause 
of the spill is unknown. 
At 10:28 a.m. on Wednesday, 
Sept. 18, Rescue 01 was called 
into action to treat a person who 
collapsed at Northwest Community 
College. The call came through 
B.C. Ambulance dispatch as part 
of the First Responder program. 
The patient's condition was not 
thought to be serious. 
On Friday, Sept. 20, firefighters 
were called to extinguish a smoul- 
dering fire in a CNR box car con- 
taining sacks of ,tie plates. The 
incident occurred at about 11:10 
a.m. behind the Terrace Co-op and 
arson is the suspected cause. Fire 
Chief Bob Beckett says two or 
three juveniles were seen in the 
area of the box car shortly before 
the fire. He asks anyone who may 
be able to identify those respon- 
sible for the fire phone the Terrace 
Fire Department or the RCMP. 
At 4:42 a.m. on Sunday, Sept. 
22, Rescue 01 was dispatched to 
the scene of a motor vehicle acci; 
dent on Hwy. 16 about 50 kilo- 
metres cast of Terrace. Beckett 
says the pickup truck was 
destroyed, but the lone occupant 
was apparently uninjured and 
walked away from the scene 
before they arrived. Hazelton 
RCMP say the driver of the 
vehicle, a resident of Kitwanga, 
showed up at the Hazelton detach- 
ment Monday to file an accident 
report. 
This week, Terrace's professional 
firefighters have volunteered their 
free time to tour area Grade 4 
classes with the Fire Safety House. 
Bcckett says each session begins 
with a short video and classroom 
safety talk, and ends with some 
practical experience in the Fire 
Safety House. 
Firefighters visited Veritas, Cen- 
tennial Christian and Parkside 
ANYONE HOME? Terrace firefighters weren't sure what they 
would find in this smoke-belching CN box car when they 
responded to an alarm last week. The source of the fire turned 
out to be burlap bags containing steel ae p=aces. ~=u~, ,=, 
suspected in the tim, which did almost no damage. Anyone wRh 
information is asked to call the RCMP or the fire department. 
next Monday. A visit to Cassie 
Hail Elementary School will take 
place sometime in October, but a 
date is yet to be set. 
During Fire Safety Week, Oct. 6 
to 12, the Terrace Fire Safety 
House will be used by Kitimat 
firefighters who will tour schools 
in their community. On Oct. 15 in 
Terrace, there will be an event 
many youngsters here look forward 
to: a pair of them will "be named 
Fire Chief for a Day and will get a. 
little insight into the life of a fire- 
fighters:~: :- ...... ...- . . . . .  . ~,~:. 
. 
On Saturday, October 5, 1991, Magic 
Magic is coming to Terrace. 
A show that is guaranteed to amaze and 
mystify you. 
The show features Murray Hatfield & 
Co., Brenda Fox & Wonder Dog Ziggy, 
::s~the hilarious comedy antics of the 
Juggling Clarke Robertson & Ish, the 
Singing Clown. 
Magic Magic is playing at the: 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
OCTOBER 5, 1991 
2:00 P.M. 
Sponsored by the Terrace Kinsmen Club 
I would like to thank the followin.g P~ 
people for their help and contribution 
• toward the Au.g.ust Workshop 
"The Rmmg Sprat" and the week of 
events. This Week Was a success 
THANKS TO YOU! 
Heather Macedo, Medical 
Services Branch, Vancouver; 






& Terrace Travel, 
Kermode Board & Staff, 
Thee Grant, Caterer 
Caterers Helpers: 




Chief Leonard George, 
Cecil Paul, Pearl Campbell. 





Iskut Band Office, 
Haisla Support Centre, 
Dr. D. Bowering, 
Skeena Health Unit, 
Rob Watts, Corrections Branch, 
Mayor Jack Talstra, 
Dave Parker, MLA, 
Jim Fulton, MP, 
Terrace Inn; Sandman Hotel; 
Slumberlodge; 
Terrace Sight & Sound; 
Workwear World; 
The Head Shed; Woolworths; 
Ironworks; Doris' Coiffures; 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Crisis Counsellors: 
lan Lundquist, Vancouver Detox; 
Wilp Si Satxw Healing Centre; 
Northwest Counselling Centre; 











Jerry Johns; Ben Strain; 
Norm Chapdelaine; 
Tony Pavao; Lee Bingham; 





Ben Nickerson; .,.,.on onda, Coppcrl  .pp. I Fraok Ham ton Har BrowoRC P 
Mountain Elementary on Tuesday. School District #88,  Entertainers: 
will = Upl n, El - TICK ETS AVAI LABLE AT Ruby Huisman, Terrace Community Band; 
Social Services & Housing, Norm Desjardin; 
mentary today at 12:50 p.m. At TH E DUO R :i ' AI Ricard, Probation, Lola Kinney; 
Thornhill Elementary tomorrow Neil Taylor, Mental Health Colleen & Lee Bingham; 
morning at 9 a.m. And at Clarence i - : ~ ~ - Contributors: Bob O'Doneghey; 
Michiel Elementary at 12:45 p.m. Safeway; Co-up; Chief Leonard George; 
. B.C. Forest Service; James Lincoln; 
Insight Media; Tim Derrick; PARK , ICBC - Vancouver; Kitsumkalum Dancers = I= Skeena Health Unit; AND TO ALL THE 
Regional Office, A&D WORKSHOP ARTICIPANTS 
Program, Prince George; - THANK YOU! mB 
Heather s Balloon Magic; All my relations, 
~ Inn of the West; Benlta Chapdelaine, r~ 
' ~ ~ ~ !~ ~ ~ i  ~ Mount Layton Hotsprings; Alcohol & Drug Counsellor, r~ 







A 19,000 hectare area east of 
Highway 37 between Cranberry 
Junction and Meziadin has been 
set aside as a wilderness area 
under the Forest Act. 
The Swan Lake wilderness area 
encompasses a chain of lakes in 
the upper Nsss River basin. Lands 
and Parks minister Dave Parker 
said last week the decision was 
made to coffer the designation as 
a result of submissions received 
during the Parks and Wilderness 
Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, September 25, 1991 31 
AREA NORTH OF KITWANGA GETS Wll DFRNESS STATUS 
for 90's project earlier this year. 
Features of the area are grizzly 
bears, old growth hemlock forest 
and salmon habitat. The area also 
offers numerous recreation values. 
• A wildemess management plan 
will be developed for the area by 
the B.C. Forest Service to go along 
with the Kispiox Forest District 
resource management plan. The 
formation of.,the plan is supposed 
Logging ban falls on Swan Lake 
public and native residents of the 
8rea. 
The wilderness area designation 
allows hunting, fishing, trapping, 
guiding and limited mineral explo- 
ration, but forbids commercial 
timber harvesting. 
The area is near the location 
groundwood pulp and paper mill. 
That/mill is now under consider- 
ation for a location near Lakelse 
Lake. The wilderness area is not 
within the current boundaries of 
Orenda's chart area for logging. 
statement from the Western 
Canada Wilderness Committee 
Committee director Paul George 
noted that it will help protect he 
headwaters of the Kispiox River, 
one of the world's most prolific 
steelhead habitats. 
The government also announced 
it has published a 200-page sum- 
mary of submissions made to the 
Parks and Wild•mess in the 90's 
program. The document will be 
used as resource material for fur- 
to include consultation with the where Orenda Forest Products had welcomed the Swan Lake decision thor action in establishing other 
P OL ICE REPORT originally proposed to build a and congratulated the government wilderness areas and parks in B.C. 
The search for an unidentified destruction, they then proceeded to 
bkyele thief continues following a carve a name and phone number in 
Sept. 17 break and enter at Sun- the green in two-foot-high letters 
dance Ski and Sports. According to with a stick. ' I ! 
RCMP, .the thief gained entry by Course pro-manager B uce Car- 
breaking the glass in the front door ruthers says the damage looked 
shortly after 3 a.m. and made off 
with a $500; beige coloured, 21- 
speed Kuwahara mountain bike. 
James George Fries•n, 46, of 
Terrace and Dale Vernon Piwek, 
47, O f Sandspit drowned sometime 
between Sept. 4 and Sept. 14 while 
on a hunting trip in a remote area 
north of Dense Lake. 
According to RCMP Cpl. Jim 
Horn, the two men chartered an 
aircraft on Sept. 4 to fly them into 
Granit Lake, 45 minutes northwest 
of Dense Lake. The pilot was 
instructed to pick them up on Sept. 
9 but inclement weather delayed 
the flight until the next day, 
Horn says the pilot returned on 
Sept. 10 and found one of the two 
men and their overturned boat 
floating on the surface of the lake. 
Dense Lake RCMP were notified 
and Friesen's body was recovered 
on Sept. 13 by the RCMP Prince 
Rupert dive team. Divers were 
unable to find Piwek, however, 
and the RCMP continued their 
search the next day with the help 
of three of Piwek's friends from 
Sandspit. It wasn't until Sept. 15, 
though, that Piwek's body was 
recovered. 
A 47-year-old Terrace man will 
appear in court this month to face 
a charge of making harassing 
phone calls ~ to the RCMP. The 
charge is the result of a five-min- 
ute phoning spree on Aug. 31 
between 9:13 p.m. and 9:18 p.m. 
Work!ng with B.C. Telephone, 
RCMP were able to trace and 
arrest he caller. 
Just what the caller said is 
unknown, but according to RCMP, 
none of the Calls made to their 
Terrace detachment office were for 
any form of police services. 
A 12-gauge shotgun was stolen 
from a pickup truck in the 2700 
block South Sparks sometime 
during the night of Saturday, 
Sept,14. A stolen firearm not only 
represents a financial oss to the 
owner but also creates a situation 
that could be dangerous to the 
public. Terrace RCMP ask that all 
hunters ensure thcir firearms are 
stored in a secure manner. 
Somctimc between 6 p.m. last 
Friday evening and 8 a.m. Satur- 
day morning, two unidentified 
cyclists on mountain bikes did 
their best to destroy a green at the 
Skeena Valley • Golf and Country 
Club, Not satisfied with their 
serious when i twas first dis- 
covered, but maintenance crews 
were able to repair the green in 
time for a championship round of 
golf later in the day. In time, he 
says, the grass will grow back. 
Terrace RCMP Cpl. Garry 
Modtz says an investigation i to 
the incident continues, and anyone 
with any information that may 
identify the vandals is asked to 
contact he Terrace detachment of
the RCMP or the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country Club. 
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 
1 year--$39.00, plus GST 
Close Up magazine, $10 extra in Terrace and Thornhill 
I-I Cheque [--J Money Order 





Seniors in Terrace and District $30.00 
Seniors outside of Terrace and District $33.00 
Out of Canada $100.00 
r-] Master Card- [-1 Visa• 
Card No. 
Expiry Date 
:Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 , 
'i•. "•'•• ~ • .~L 
L • L • !  i 
® 




• FORT . JOHN 
• DAWSON CREEK 
• PRINCE GEORGE I 
I 




• WILLIAMS LAKE % 
}2 B.C. x 
, • KAMLOOPS 
i~  VANCOUVER. • SALMON ARM 
RICHMOND, 
...... SURREY, • VERNON 
,':~:\. "" MAPLE RIDGE 
...... COQUITLAM • KELOWNA 
': ! , LANGLFY 
~ ,g • CH~LUWAC~ PeNTICTON 
lOt i ~ i i  "~ ~-•  ABBOTSFORD -. .~. CRANBROOK 
! !i~  "1~ A~TJ,.E G AR • • 
T "" ..-. ~ CRESTON !!~ :~• BELLINGHAM .... . .  -- . .~ 
• MT VERNON 
i!i/• LYNNWOOD 
/'.~!~:/• SEATTLE 
t '~• N.TACOMA 
• STACOMA "" 




1. LOW COST WAREHOUSE OPERATION ! 
2. NO COMMIssIoN SALES STAFF! 
3. NO MEMBERSHIP FEE! 
4. DIRECT FACTORY PURCHASES! 
5. HUGE MANUFACTURERS, DISCOUNTS! 
6. VOLUME DEALER. WAREHOUSE PRICES! 
7. LARGE SELECTION OF BRAND NAMEs ! 
4730 Keith Ave.. 635-4111 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: MON. - WED. & SAT. : 10 am - 6 pm. THURSDAY & FRIDAY: 10 am - 9 pro. Closed Sunday. 
i• 
.3,~'~"* .Terrace Review Wednesday, September 25, i991 " , : : : ' ' . . . . .  " ' ' ' ' ' ' • 
Schedulesafe, but not workers.:..:.  III Thosewho were unable to 
in wake of atrline budget cuts 'Ill attend the M.P.R.P. public 
TERRACE - -  Canadian Airlines 
International is committed to get- 
tins rid of 1,300 employees by the 
end of the year, but a spokesman 
for the company said Monday that 
service reductions to Terrace are 
not part of the plan. 
Goodridge said the company 
already had its winter schedule set 
for Terrace when the staff-cutting 
plans were announced. "There 
aren't any changes planned to 
flights or services [in Terrace], but 
we may change some of the air- 
craft on the bigger routes. For 
example, from Calgary to Toronto 
people may be flying in an [Air- 
bus] A310 instead of a 737." As 
CAI adapts to paving 
TERRACE .-- Canadian Airlines 
International has had to revise its 
service to cope with continuing 
runway work at the Terrace-Kiti- 
mat Airport.. Starting Monday the 
airline's evening flight was tem- 
porarily taken over by CAI affili- 
ate carrier Time Air, using a turbo- 
prop aircraft. ' 
Paving and rebuilding work on 
one of the main runways has pre- 
vented afler-dark service because 
the runway lights have been taken 
out. A labour dispute and other 
factors have put the work behind 
schedule, prompting fears that if 
cold weather prevents the work 
from being finished there will be 
no commercial night flights into 
Terrace at all this winter. 
Hoyd Scott, manager of Kentron 
Construction, the company doing 
the runway work, said yesterday, 
"We just need some cooperation 
from the weather. If we get a week 
of good weather we'll have the 
back of the job broken," 
CAI TerLace rel~resentative Terry 
Morris said lest week the company 
was attempting to change schedui- 
• ins to allow jet service out of 
Terrace just before dark, but the 
changes ..would have created so 
many disruptions in other areas of 
CALl's service that they decided it 
wasn't worth it. The company 
began referring evening flight 
passengers to competing AirBC, 
but then decided to bring in Time 
Air. 
The situation will be reessessed 
by CAI Sept. 27, Morris said. 
meetingsregarding Orenda part of its program to cut cost by  
$116 million per year by 1993, the 
airline is also selling off some 
aircraft and taking others out of 
serv ice .  
Although flighS are apparently 
not being phased out, it could be a 
different story for CA[ employees 
based in Terrace. Goodridge said 
each department has been issued 
budget guidelines and cuts could 
occur anywhere. All employees 
have been told, Goodridge said, 
that if they're going, to go they'll 
be notified by November. 
Air Canada also announced: eep. 
job cuts last week, intending to lay 
off about. 800 people in the near 
fhtu~e. Although Terrace's econd 
major airline carrier, AirBC, is an  
• Air Canada ffiliate, AirBC says it 
has no plans for staff or service 
cuts here. 
Forest Product's proposed mil~. 
may express their views on the 
project by writing to: 
Mr. David Parsons, Maoager 
Major Project and Mine, 
Development Reviews 
3rd Floor- 77-7 Broughton .Street, 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V8V 1X5 
Your participation in this 
process will help to ensure that 
thiS L development proposal 
receives a fair review. 
To vote in the Provincial General Election on 
October 17 you must be a registered voter. 
Do you have this card? 
Is it correct? 
Tour agents I 
eye ,reg,on , , . .  , - .  • [ l lU lM/ t  n l  t | !  . . .q ,=,~ 
P~uumnl~moi~ NoiO@I 
The Inn of the West hosted a L""  " "  ~ ' - " - " "~ 
reception Sept. 18 for 20 members I
of the Triple AAA Travel counsel- 
lors and travel agents co-sponsorud 
by Terrace & District Chamber of 
Commerce. 
The North by Northwest Tourism 
Associationand the Canadian 
Consulate General's office in 
Seattle organized the travel agents' 
tour through the North By North- 
west region. The objective of the 
familiarization tour was to show 
the participants the scenic, adven- 
ture, cultural and historic diversity 
this area has to offer AAA travel 
clients from Washington and Ore~ 
gon. 
Representing tourist attractions 
and local businesses in the Terrace 
area were Matt and Kay E~es of 
Northern Light Studio, Bey Green- 
ing of Greening Tours, Scott 
Siemens of  the Shames Mountain 
Ski Resort, John Evans of ReMax 
real estate, and Gordie Judzentis of 
Fish Tales fishing supplies. 
Representing Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce, Terrace 
Trsvel's George Clark welcomed 
the visitors and presented them 
with Kermode bear Terrace pins. 
From Terrace, the group travelled 
to Prince Rupert and in the five 
days following, visited Ketchikan, 
Stewart, Smithers, Houston, Burns 
Lake, Vanderhoof, Fort St, James 
and Prince George, 
"Ibis card means that.you are a registered voter. 
If you do not have this card, please check at a 
Registration Centre now! 
How to register. 
If you think that you are not registered 
to vote: 
• Go to a Re~istrau~on Centre. 
• Have the Voters Ltst checked for y.O.'ur name. 
• If you are not on the hst, but qualified, complete 
a registration form! 
(~h.mlifications, - . :~ 
• 19 years of age or older 
• Canadian citizen •:: ~:i  : i:::i~/i 
• Resident of British Columbia for the past 6 months - :~_  
" •- :::i~ii'~,:: : i :i~.:. r : 
Registration 
Deadline. 
Sept.  28 is the last dayto have your name 
included on the voters hst. 
Candidate 
Registration. 
Any person not re istered by 9:00p,m, on ~ 
Sept.2.8 will ngt be eligible for/10initiation 





: 111 Horetzky Avenue 
5 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Men. to Sun. 
Various Locations. 
KITAMAAT VILLAGE 
Public Safety Building 
358 Haisla Avenue 
8 a.m.- 12p.m,& 
1 p.m. -4 p,m. Mon. to Fri. 
: : i :: i i~(~i/:  ¸  II ::  ~ ¸¸ ~• ¸ 
• •: : (• L : : f ; :  •• i ¸  : ::.• • ,  
I<rrwA~<OoL . . . . . . .  
Kitwankool Band Office 
Ist. Avenue 
8a,m,- 12p.m. & 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Men. to Fri. 
KITWANGA 
Gitwangak Band Office 
Cedarville Road 
8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. Men. to Fri. : 
KITIMAT 
Government Agent's Office 
604 Mountainview Square 
8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. Men. to Fri. 
AND 
9 a.m. -9 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 28 
i 
/ i  ~. ~'ii 
K/Idala Grocery (1964) Ltd. 
19 Babine Street 
6 a.m. - 11 p,m. Men. to Sun. 
Mr. U Mini Mart 
t,18-1103 Tweedsmuir Avenue 
5 a.m. to Midnight Men. to Sun. 
Whitesail Grocery 
1446 Nalabila Blvd. 
24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week 
Kitwanga GeneralStore i i : 
Kitwansa Road North 
9 a.m. -6 p.m. Men. to Fri. 
TERRACE i 
Copperside (11) Two 
4928 Hwy. 16 West : 
24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week 
Registrar of Voters 
101-3220 Eby Street 
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Men. to FrL 
AND 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 28 
For more 
information. 
Contact: Registrar of Voters 
101 - 3220 Eby St., Terrace 
638-3200 
1-800-663-8688 ' ~ ,  
or  
Elections British Columbia Information Line 
1-800-742-8683 
(Toll Free) 
Remember: You cannot register on Election Day. 
THORNHILL 
Copperside Foods 
3002 Hwy. 16 East 
24 ~.  ,, day, 7 days • ~k  
Chief E , ,~!  Omcw 
t ~ 
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